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Summary
The initial code Acquisition Techniques of Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Systems for 
two categories of serial and parallel search strategies is investigated.
A simple and economic scheme for coarse code acquisition of Reverse Link for UMTS 
(FDD-WCDMA) application is presented. The emphasis is on the performance of a new 
scheme (using a Surface Acoustic Wave Matched Filter) as a term of probability of false 
detection (pf) in code division multiple access (CDMA) systems. Knowledge of initial 
code uncertainty phases help to reduce the overhead of preamble on the access channel 
and a very simple scheme for acquisition to be determined. In the reverse link this 
uncertainty is due to the cell radius only. Acquisition time required for a simple serial 
search scheme may therefore be unacceptably large. On the other hand, for parallel 
acquisition using parallel branches in accordance with the chip uncertainty time region 
leads to a lot of hardware complexity. Initially, the effect of multiple access interference 
and spreading sequence length are determined for models applicable to the reverse link of 
a mobile communications system. Then the acquisition performance is derived using a 
model of a cellular mobile communication channel, which includes the effects of multiple 
access interference, adjacent cell interference, frequency selective Rician channel, 
shadowing, power control error, and vehicle speed. It is shown that the most significant 
factors in determining the acquisition performance are the acquisition observation 
interval, the number of users, and the specular to diffuse power ratio. Numerical results 
based on analysis of acquisition performance in mobile channel show that the proposed 
acquisition scheme is efficient, robust, fast and suitable for real time low cost 
implementation.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapterl
1 Introduction
1.1 Introduction
One of the primary functions of a direct sequence spread spectrum (DS/SS) receiver is to 
de-spread the received code. The success of correct de-spreading depends on the ability of 
the receiver to generate a code that is a replica and in synchronism with the received code. 
The process of producing the same code in the receiver is not difficult, but the major 
problem is determination of the phase of received signal when it arrives at the receiver.
The process of synchronizing the local and received code is ordinarily accomplished in 
two stages. At the first stage that is called Acquisition, a coarse synchronization is 
accomplished by aligning the phase of the receiver code signal with the received code 
signal. This should be within less than one chip period. In the second stage that is called 
Tracking (fine adjustment) the remaining phase difference between the two codes is 
adjusted to zero. Once the code phase has been acquired, the code tracking circuit is 
initiated. It should be noted that the operation of code tracking and carrier tracking should
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continue, while the code acquisition operation is stopped after the code phase has been 
acquired. The task of acquisition is very important in a spread spectrum receiver.
The basic idea of acquisition is to search through the possible phases of the local code 
signal for one that aligns with that of the incoming code signal to within ±A7^.(7^.is the 
chip duration and A is some positive value no larger than 1 and normally is chosen to be
1, 1/2 or 1/4). The task of acquisition in terms of searching strategy can be broadly 
classified as parallel and serial search.
1.2 classification of parallel and serial search
All the known detectors for code acquisitions fall into two basic categories, namely, 
coherent or non-coherent. By far the most commonly found technique in acquisition 
systems for Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum receivers is the non-coherent detector 
which, for example, might be comprised of a band-pass filter centered at the frequency of 
the received carrier upon which the code signal is direct modulated, followed by a square 
law envelope detector, an integrate and dump circuit which operates over a finite time 
interval, and a simple threshold device [Par98] , [Gli91], [Rag98], [Su88], [Ibi*94]. The 
reason why non-coherent detectors are most commonly found, is that the de-spreading 
operation typically takes place ahead of the carrier synchronization function, thus, at the 
point in time at which code acquisition is to be accomplished, the carrier phase must be 
assumed to be unknown.
If the receiver is capable of determining good estimates of the carrier phase and frequency 
shifts brought about by propagation delay and Doppler produced by the transmission 
channel, the carrier can be demodulated prior to de-spreading operation. In these 
instances, the code acquisition system can employ a coherent detector which typically 
might consist of a low-pass filter (possibly implemented as an integrate and dump circuit) 
followed by a simple threshold device [Kim93], [Zar97], [Chawla94], [Dic80], [Sag64].
The next classification of detector structures is in accordance with the rate at which 
decisions are made on each code phase position under test. High decision rate detectors, 
such as those used in matched filter (passive correlation) code acquisition
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systems[Zha96], [Cor96], [Rap84], [Pol84a], [pol84b], [Sou90], [Sou92], refer to those 
structures that make their decisions on the out of sync code phase offsets between 
incoming and local codes at the code chip rate or an integer multiple of it. Low decision 
rate detectors, which employ active correlation, make these same decisions at a rate 
significantly slower than the code chip rate. As such, many of these structures employ 
little or no verification.
A summary of the above classification of the structure of detectors used for code 
acquisition purposes is illustrated in Figurel-1.
The classification of acquisition schemes according to search strategy can be shown as 
Figure 1-2. The simplest of the search techniques on the first level of the hierarchy is 
maximum likelihood algorithm. In its strictest form, the algorithm requires that the input 
code signal be correlated with all possible code positions (or fractional code positions) of 
the local code replica. The correlations are assumed to be performed in parallel and as 
such the corresponding detector outputs all pertain to the identical observation of received 
signal plus noise. The correct code alignment is chosen as that local code phase position 
which produced the maximum detector output. In a less strict version, the maximum 
likelihood algorithm can be implemented in a serial fashion. Here, the input code signal is 
serially correlated with all possible code positions (or again fractional code positions) of 
the local code replica and the corresponding detector outputs stored. At the end of the test, 
the correct code alignment is again chosen as that local code phase position which 
produced the maximum detector output. Such an acquisition procedure, whether 
implemented in parallel or serial form, clearly has the advantage that a definite decision 
will be made after only a single examination of all code phase positions, or a single search 
through the entire code period. Thus, multiple examination of each code phase position or 
multiple searches through the code are avoided by this procedure. However, this 
important advantage is overwhelmed by the obvious disadvantage that a decision can not 
be reached unless every code phase position has been examined or until the entire code 
period has been searched. For long codes, as are required in spread spectrum systems with 
large processing gain, complexity of the parallel implementation or the time to search the 
entire code and thus reach a synchronization decision in the serial version is often 
prohibitive.
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Figure 1-1: Structure of Detectors for Acquisition purposes
In next chapters of this thesis a simple scheme for coarse code acquisition using 
maximum likelihood algorithm in a serial fashion is introduced. The scheme uses one 
Pseudo-Noise-Matched Filter-Tapped Delay Line (PN-MF-TDL) as a fast passive 
correlator, which could solve the problem of long time code uncertainty region searching.
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Figure 1-2; Classification of Acquisition Schemes
1.3 Sub-classification of serial search strategies
In serial search strategies, two different philosophies can be distinguished with regard to 
the time elapsed before reaching the final acquisition state. In one case, the search is 
allowed to proceed as long as necessary to achieve acquisition with the given fidelity 
criterion, although it is clearly desirable to accomplish this state as fast as possible. Such 
serial search techniques are classified as having non-limited permitted acquisition time 
and are typically employed in applications where information modulation is always 
present in the received waveform. Serial search strategies with limited permitted 
acquisition time are characteristic of DS/SS systems where information modulation 
commences to be transmitted only after code acquisition has been ensured. In such
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applications, a fixed time is usually allotted to achieve code acquisition, and furthermore 
this achievement must be accomplished with high probability. The final classification of 
serial search strategies is in accordance with the way in which the false alarm event (state) 
is handled. A false alarm in serial seai'ch code acquisition occurs when the detector 
(including the verification mode if it exists) erroneously decides that an in-sync condition 
has occurred and proceeds to direct the appropriate logic circuitry to initiate the code 
tracking. Under normal circumstances, an erroneous entry into the tracking mode of 
operation will be detected (by the code loop lock detector) and after a given amount of 
time (referred to as the false alaim penalty time), which, in reality, is a random variable 
but is often mathematically modeled as being fixed, the system will return to the 
acquisition mode and continue searching where it last left off. Such a recoverable false 
alarm state is referred to as a returning state. Occasionally, entry into the false alarm state 
is catastrophic in that the system can not recover from this event. In this instance code 
acquisition is completely lost and thus this type of false alarm state is referred to as 
absorbing.
1.4 The structure of this Thesis
The focus of this dissertation is on the fast acquisition performance using Pseudo-Noise- 
Matched Filter- Tapped Delay Line (PN-MF-TDL explained detail in Appendix A) in 
serial and parallel search strategies for code division multiple access (CDMA) systems. 
CDMA systems are of interest because they are a major application of DS/SS technology, 
and a PN-MF-TDL is of interest because it can potentially reduce the acquisition time and 
hardware complexity compared to the ordinary serial or parallel strategies. The receiver 
utilizes a non-coherent detection scheme because initial acquisition typically occurs prior 
to carrier phase synchronization information being available.
In chapter 2 we explain the serial search strategy subclass of DS/SS acquisition schemes 
since, these are most attractive in the low signal to noise ratio environments in which 
these systems normally operate. Next, we focus on a unified approach to serial stepped 
search acquisition with fixed dwell times in which the single dwell and multiple dwell 
schemes appear as special cases. Another special case of this general approach is the rapid 
acquisition matched filter system.
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Chapter 3 evaluates the up-link access channel acquisition performance using a Pseudo 
Noise Tapped Delay Line Matched Filter as a correlator. The effect of multiple access 
interference is investigated for models applicable to the up-link (mobile to base station) of 
a mobile communication system. The analysis is applicable to (PN-TDL-MF) receiver 
where there are 16 simultaneous users involved in random access mode together with k’ 
additional asynchronous users in traffic transmission mode. The k’ asynchronous users are 
created at k’ different phases of long scrambling codes for message part of random access 
burst and other traffic channels.
In Chapter 4 the acquisition performance is derived using a model of cellular mobile 
communications channel, which includes the effects of multiple access interference, 
adjacent cell interference, frequency selective Rician fading, shadowing, power control 
error, and range of vehicle speeds. It will be shown that the significant factors in 
determining the acquisition performance are the acquisition observation interval, the 
number of users, and the specular to diffuse power ratio. It will also be shown that, in 
general, frequency selective fading channels outperform flat fading channels. For 
frequency selective fading channels, the performance is derived under assumption that 
additional multi-path components contribute to the probability of successful detection. 
Therefore, practical verification strategies should, with a high probability, accept a code 
phase if any of the multi-path components of the user of interest is selected by the parallel 
search strategy.
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1.5 List of Original Achievements
•A  new and very simple and fast Acquisition structure for Reverse Link Random Access 
Channel using PN-TDL-MF in the Base Station
• Investigation and comparison between size and number of orthogonal header codes on 
optimum structure of random access channels
• Performance evaluation of the Serial Search Code Acquisition Strategies, using PN- 
TDL-MF technique by taking account of different partial correlation parameters, 
Threshold setting parameters, different Ec/Nq, different correlation window size.
• Performance evaluation of Reverse Link Code Acquisition using PN-TDL-MF by taking 
account of Ec/No, and Multiple Access Interference
• Performance evaluation of Reverse Link Code Acquisition using PN-TDL-MF on 
Mobile channel by taking account of multi-user interference, multi-path fading, additive 
white gaussian noise, power control error, Mobile speeds, Sectorization factor, and Voice 
activity factor.
• Comparison of acquisition performance for two different cases of frequency selective 
and frequency non-selective fading channels.
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Chapter 2
Serial code Acquisition technique by Pseudo- 
Noise Tapped Delay Line Match Filter 
Devices (PN.TDL .MF)
2.1 Introduction
Accurate synchronisation plays a cardinal role in the efficient utilisation of any spread
spectrum system. Typically, the process of synchronisation between the spreading 
(incoming) pseudo noise code and the local de-spreading (receiver) code is performed in 
two steps: first, code acquisition, then tracking via one of the available code tracking 
loops.
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This chapter is about acquisition, the process of successive decisions wherein the ultimate 
goal is to bring the two codes into coarse time alignment within one code chip interval. 
Since we are mostly interested in low signal to noise (SNR) environments in the presence 
of strong interfering signals or deep noise, we consider serial search with a PN- MF-TDL 
(fast decision role) non-coherent acquisition receiver structure exclusively, as opposed to 
sequential estimation techniques whose merits decrease with decreasing SNR or any 
maximum a posteriori probability technique whose complexity is prohibitive.
The set of design parameters for the acquisition procedure includes threshold settings, 
correlation times, number of tests per code chip, and system complexity as manifested by 
the choice of search strategy, verification logic, etc. Also implicit is the knowledge of 
important parameters such as the design SNR, code rate, code length, code uncertainty 
region, reset penalty time and others. However, the dominant parameter of interest in 
most cases is the time which elapses prior to the acquisition time. The statistics of the 
acquisition time for the single dwell and multi dwell systems are shown to be special 
cases of transform domain flow graphs of a generalised analysis of average 
synchronisation time [Pet95], [Sim94], [Hol82].
2.2 Basic principal of the scheme
The coarse synchronisation (acquisition) of the received spreading waveforms with local 
spreading code generator is a significant problem in spread spectrum system design. Code 
phase synchronisation is difficult because typical spreading waveform periods are long 
and bandwidths are large. Thus the uncertainty in the estimated propagation delay 
translates into a large number of symbols of code phase uncertainty. The problem with 
acquisition is the correct code phase must be found quickly using the minimum amount of 
hardware, and in many cases this process must be accomplished at very low signal to 
noise ratios or in the presence of interference. Two important parameters of probability of 
false alarm Pfa and probability of correct detection ?d are a function of evaluation of 
integration time and signal to noise ratio. The seai'ch technique for acquisition will be 
serial search.
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Figure 2-1; Top level block diagram of DS/SS synchronisation using 
PN- MF-TDL code acquisition
Generally speaking for all of the synchronisation schemes, the received spreading 
waveform is correlated with a receiver spreading code generator replica of the spreading 
waveform to determine whether the phase of the replica is correct. The duration of this 
correlation is a function of the desired acquisition performance, the received signal to 
interference ratio, and the detection strategy (fixed integration time [single dwell], 
multiple dwell, or sequential detection) in all cases the correlation is over many spreading 
code chips.
For example, assume that the duration of the correlation is fixed and is Ti=KTc, where Tc 
is the duration of a single spreading code chip and K is a positive integer. The value of K 
may be anywhere from 10 to several thousands. The hypothesised spreading code is 
declared correct or incorrect after the correlation. If the code phase is incorrect the 
synchronisation processor steps the replica spreading code phase a fraction of a chip to
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another phase for evaluation. Assuming P fa= 0  and Pd=l, the average synchronization 
time, given a code phase uncertainty of M chips, is approximately
r ,  = ™  = M'KT (2 -1 )
Synchronisation time can be reduced if the time to evaluate each phase cell KTc can be 
reduced. The matched filter synchronisers reduce the time required to evaluate a phase 
cell from KTc to approximately Tc, thus reducing the average synchronisation time by a 
factor approximately equal to K.
Figure 2-1 is top level block diagram of a DS/SS receiver which uses a band-pass 
Matched filter synchronisation processor. The received signal is input to the usual 
spreading code tracking loop and to the on time de-spreader for data detection. In 
addition, the received signal is input to a band-pass filter, which is matched to a segment 
of the direct sequence spread waveform. When the waveform segment to which the filter 
is matched is received, the matched filter produces an output pulse. The synchroniser 
detects this pulse using an envelope detector followed by a threshold comparator. The 
spreading code generator is started at the correct phase when the matched filter output 
pulse is sensed.
In fact the main object of this work is to find the acquisition average time Tacq, which is a 
random variable. The randomness of acquisition process as treated here is three fold 1) 
The initial uncertainty of the code phase offset, 2) The effect of AWGN (due to thermal 
noise and/or broadband noise interference), 3) Unknown carrier phase (non-coherent 
receiver). Another less obvious source of randomness causes from the partial correlation 
between the received code and the local replica. The set of design parameters for the 
serial acquisition procedure typically includes threshold settings, correlation time, number 
of tests per code chip, system complexity, etc. Also implicit is the knowledge of 
important parameters such as SNR, code rate, code length, code uncertainty region, reset 
penalty time Tr, we mean the time required to realign the codes to a particular phase offset 
after an unsuccessful sweep of the entire uncertainty region. Another important measure
of system performance is the overall probability of missing the code [or its
12
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complement, overall probability of detection = The definition and
evaluation of ^ ^ i s  highly dependent upon the particular scenario selected. For 
example, in the presence of both system deadlock situations, namely, finite acquisition 
stopping time Tso and absorbing false alarm state, P^J  is the sum of the two 
probabilities
P^J  = Pr (FA before Tso} + Pr {neither FA nor ACQ before Tso}
Where ACQ indicates the correct acquisition absorbing state. If the only absorbing state is 
the ACQ, acquisition will occur sometime with probability one ( P^^J -  0). In this 
chapter, we use an absorbing false alarm state and an unlimited acquisition time.
2.3 Acquisition scheme description using MF correlator
In situations where it is difficult to maintain phase stability, for example in fading 
channels, it is useful to employ non-coherent modulation schemes that do not require the 
acquisition of a reference signal at the receiver which is in phase coherence with the 
received carrier. The next reason why non-coherent detectors are most commonly found, 
is that the de-spreading operation typically takes place ahead of the carrier 
synchronization function.
By assuming receiving signal at the input of the non-coherent detector as
r(0  = 4 2sc{t ÇT^ )cos,{coQt + 6)-\- n{t) (2-2)
In Equation (2-2), c{t-hÇT^) denotes ±1 valued spreading code with chip time Tc 
seconds, delayed by with respect to an arbitrary time reference. 0)^  and 0  are the 
carrier frequency and random phase respectively, s is the transmitted signal power and 
n(t) is the noise waveform, with one sided power spectrum density No W/Hz. We want to 
align the unknown phase of the incoming code with the known phase tT^  of a local 
identical PN code generated at the receiver within a chip time interval. In the following.
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I I I  IHi denotes the hypothesis that |P |= |f -  r| < 1, i.e., the codes are in synchronisation (often 
designated as a “hit”) and Ho denotes the alternative hypothesis. Let© represent the total
A Tnumber of chips in the uncertainly region of Tu s, i.e., 0 = ~ .  The receiver, setting the
c
local code at the beginning of the uncertainty region, serially examines a number of 
possible positions (phases) of the incoming code by properly mixing (correlating) the two 
codes in I and Q channels of the non-coherent detector. The exact number of positions to 
be examined depends on 0  and the size of the advancing step of the local code updating 
mechanism.
If one direction has been examined without success, the local code is retarded by [Tu]s 
and the search process is repeated over the whole 0  chip uncertainty region. This is 
repeated until synchronisation is declared. Each resetting costs Tr seconds in acquisition 
time.
Bandpass
Matched EnvelopDetectorFilter h(t)
A(t)
(a)
A(t)
Low pass 
Matched 
Filter h(t)
Low pass 
Matched 
Filter h(t)
-  2 sin CÜQt (b)
Figure 2-2; Matched Filter implementations (a) Band-pass (b) Low-pass
Figure 2-2 illustrates low-pass version of band-pass matched filter. These two 
implementations are equivalent and produce identical outputs.
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Figure 2-3: Non coherent correlator / detector structure for the matched filter rapid acquisition
technique.
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Figure 2-4: Analog implementation of the correlator for the matched filter rapid acquisition
technique.
Figure 2-3, shows, the non-coherent correlator which consists of demodulation (for 
example: down converting of RF to IF for SAW device), code de-spreader, integrator, 
squaring device, summation and finally threshold comparison which eventually produces 
an immediate decision every Tc/2 seconds. The particularly beneficial feature of this 
implementation is the high decision rate (indeed, except for a false alarm case, any Ho cell 
will be rejected every Tc/2 seconds. An elaborate description of the de-spreading part is 
shown in Figure 2-4, the received waveform, after integration for a proper fraction of the 
chip time and sampling, is being fed into a shift register or tapped delay line. The outputs
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of the delay line are being weighted (correlated) by the values of a segment of the local 
code sequence before the final summation. The particularly beneficial feature in this 
implementation is the high decision rate of rejecting Ho cells, assuming no false alarms. 
Specifically, an Ho cell is rejected every AT^  seconds while, at the same time, utilizing a
considerably longer integration time of MTc seconds (typically, M>100). This will 
provide sufficiently high SNR at the correlator output for each decision. As mentioned 
before, an Ho detector decision results in immediate code repositioning and retesting. 
Since, however, we consider a two dwells system, a tentative Hi decision does not result 
in immediate tracking. To assure high protection against very costly false lock loop 
activation (from an acquisition time viewpoint), the non-coherent detector employs a 
verification mode in the form of a coincidence detector (CD) whose operation is as 
follow. Upon tentatively deciding Hi, the non-coherent detector does not advance the 
relative phase of the local code. Alternatively, for a specified interval of time, the two 
codes will run in parallel in some fixed phase offset. In this time interval, a number of 
correlating tests, say A, will be performed by the non-coherent detector. The coincidence 
detector (CD) performs a majority decision if at least B of A tests indicate 
synchronisation, the CD decides that synchronisation is present (Hi mode) and activates 
the tracking loop. Otherwise, the advancing clock updates the local code and the cell by 
cell testing format is reinitiated and passive integration is resumed.
2.4 Moment Generating Function of Acquisition Time Process
The duality which exists between the state transition diagram of a discrete time Markov 
process and the flow graphs of electrical system were first used by Holmes and Chen 
[Hol77], [Hol82]. They introduced a state transition diagram of Figure 2-5 to obtain the 
average acquisition time. For a system having v cells in the code phase uncertainty 
region, the state transition diagram of Figure 2-5 has v+2 states, v-1 of these states 
correspond to the v-1 incorrect code phase states, one state correspond to the v-1 incorrect 
code phase states, one state corresponds to the correct code phase state (labelled state 
“v”), one state corresponds to the synchronisation or acquisition state (labelled “acq”), 
and one state is the start state (labelled "start").The complete synchronisation process 
begins at “start” and ends at “acq”. Examination of Figure 2-5 shows that there are many 
possible paths between these two states.
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v-3
v -3 v - 2
v -1
Start
Figure 2-5 : Serial-search circular state transition diagram
For this description it is assumed that the receiver has no prior knowledge about the 
correct code phase. Therefore, the receiver selects a code phase state randomly and begins 
evaluating that code phase. This random selection is represented by the branches 
labelled leading from “ start ” to all other states except “acq”. The labels on these 
branches represent the probability that the synchronisation process follows that branch. In 
this case, all of these probabilities are identical and are ~  . No synchronisation time
is used to make this random selection so that these branches do not include a factor .(In 
state transition diagram, each branches were labelled with the product of the transition 
probability and z raised to a power equal to the duration of time associated with the 
transition).
Having randomly selected a code phase, say phase i, the synchronisation processor uses 
one of the detection techniques to evaluate that phase. Assume that the selected code 
phase is an incorrect phase. The evaluation may consist of a single integration followed 
by a decision (fixed integration time detection) or a sequence of integrations with multiple 
decision points (multiple dwell detection). In either case the code phase may be dismissed 
immediately or a false alarm may occur. In the case of an immediate dismissal, the 
synchronisation process moves to state “ i + 1” and begins evaluating that phase. In the 
case of a false alarm, the synchronisation process also moves to state “ i + 1 however.
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this transition is delayed by the time required to detect the false alarm. All possible 
sequences of events leading from state “ i ” to state “ i + 1” are represented by the 
function Ho(z) in Figure 2-5.
r+T,
(a) (b)
Figure 2-6 : State transition diagrams (a) single dwell system (b) two dwell system
Figure 2-6 illustrates the state transition diagram for advancing from state “i” to state “i + 
1” for a fixed integration time detector and for a two dwell detector. For the fixed 
integration time detector of Figure 2-6-a, there are only two paths between state “i” and 
“i-f-1”. The upper path corresponds to an integration time Ti, which results in a correct 
dismissal of the incorrect phase cell. The probability of following this path is Pfa and the 
time required to follow this path is Ti+Tfa, where Tfa is the false alarm penalty time. The 
function Ho (z) representing Figure 2-6-a, (single dwell detector) is
Ti+T. (2-3-a)
And for the two dwells detector by using state transition diagram reduction techniques 
[Hol77] may be described similarly. The function Hq ( z )  is determined from Figure 2- 6-b 
as follows
(2-3-b)
The synchronisation process advances from one incorrect state to the next following the 
arrows in Figure 2-5 until it reaches the correct code phase state “v”. State “v”is the only 
state having a branch to the “acq” state. Although the detector used for the evaluation of 
the correct phase is identical to the detector used for incorrect phases, the function Ho (z) 
is no longer applicable. H q  ( z )  is not applicable since the transition probabilities have
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changed and since the branch to the acquisition state must be accommodated. In Figure 2- 
5 the function Hd ( z )  represents all possible paths from state “v” to the acquisition state, 
while the function Hm ( z )  represents all possible paths from state “v” to state “1”. Figure 
2-7 illustrates the state transition diagrams for the fixed integration time detector and the 
two dwells detector for state “v”. In Figure 2-7-a Hd ( z )  and Hm ( z )  are identified. The 
same functions for the two dwells detector of Figure 2-7-b are
= (2-4-a)
(Z) =  P o , ( l -  Po, )Z^' +  (1 -  Pb , W (2-4-b)
acq
1 V.l acq
(a) (b)
Figure 2-7: State transition diagrams (a) single dwell system; (b) two dwell system
The synchronisation process may or may not end with the evaluation of the correct code 
phase in state “v”. If the detector fails to detect the correct phase, the acquisition process 
advances to state “1” and continues the search, eventually returning to state “i” and then 
to state “v” for another evaluation and possible detection of the correct phase. Thus the 
state diagram is circular and the acquisition process may continue indefinitely. To 
determine mean acquisition time using H (z), the function H (z) representing all possible 
paths L from “start” to “acq” through the state transition diagram must be calculated. 
Observe that all of paths in L begin with one of the branches labelled tt- from “start”.
Partition the set L into v subsets denoted L .= l,2 ,3 , v, such that all of the paths in Li
begin with the branch labelled . This partitioning of L implies that the function H (z) 
may be partitioned into v sub functions that is
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H (z) = ' L h ,(z) (2-5)
v-3
Start ^
Figure 2-8: Serial - search circular state transition diagram
Where each sub function Hi(z) represents all of the paths in Li. The problem of calculating 
H(z) has thus been partitioned into the problem of finding the v function Hi(z). Figure
2-8 is the circular state transition diagram representing all of the paths Li from “start” to 
state “i” and eventually to state “acq”. All possible paths from “start” to “acq’ in Figure 
2-8 can be determined by inspection. All paths must begin with the branch labelled Æ-, 
must include the (v-i) branches labelled H q  ( z )  from state “i” to state “v” and must end 
with the branch labelled Hd (z) from state “v” to “acq”. The product of labels Hjo (z) on 
the shortest path from “start” to “acq” is therefore
(2-6)
The next longer path occurs when there is a missed detection of the correct code phase on 
the first evaluation. The product of labels on this path is the product of Equation (6) and 
the product of labels on the branches traversed when the synchronisation process 
advances completely around the circular state diagram from state “v” to the second 
occurrence of state “v”. The product of labels on this path is
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4 ,w = = ;F ,[;fo W r ^ z )(z ){^ M W [^ o (z )r } ' (2-7)
In general, the product of labels on the path corresponding to k missed detection of the 
correct code phase is
h,,{z) = K , [ H , { z ) Y - 'H ^ ( z ) [ H „ ( z ) [ H , ( z )Y - 'Ÿ  (2-8)
h„(z) = ;r,[H„(z)r**‘>-''-‘ H o(z)[ff„(z)]‘ (2-9)
and
H ,U) = ' L K { z) (2-10)
k=0
H,(z) = J tf l^ { z ) [ H ,( z ) r t , [ H ,( z ) f - '^ ‘^ [H ^{z)t (2-11)
H,(z) = 7 c f i„ { z ) iH ,{ z ) r  - r r »  / I (2-12)
The desired function H(z) is the sum of the functions Hj(z).
H {z) = 'Z H ,iz )  = H „ ( z ) ^ _ ^ ^ H I - ' ( z ) L ^'^0 ' ( 2 - 1 3 )
This result applies to all serial search systems, which can be represented by the state 
transition diagram of Figure 2-5. The functions Hd (z), Hm (z), and Hq(z) may represent a 
fixed integration time single dwell detector or a multiple dwell detector with any number 
of integration states.
2.4.1 Generalised Mean & Variance of Acquisition time
The moment generating function H (z) of the underlying acquisition process using 
standai'd flow graph reduction technique is defined in equation (2-13). The two special
cases, namely, uniform (;r. = ~ ) ,  and worst case (Æ^ = 1) distribution, reduce to the
following
for the worst case distribution
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(2-14)
for uniform distribution
1H(z)  =  — X A ^ ( i - ^ ; ( z ) ) (2-15)
If the detection probability and/ or the first few moments of Tacq (e.g. the mean 
acquisition time and the variance var (Tacq) ) constitute sufficient statistical information 
about the acquisition process, then Tacq can be obtained by direct method. The probability 
of detection for the no stopping time (no limitation time on accessing to acquisition) 
case is given by [Hol77]
P^ ''' = Pr [reaching ACQ at any time] = H(z) for z= l (2-16)
The mean and variance of the acquisition time can be expressed as
d[H{z)]
dz U=i (2-17)
var[Pac^] = [d^H(iz) dH{z)  J H ( z )dz^ + dz dz 2 = 1 (2-18)
Ho(^)“^ nfa(^ )'^  HpA( )^Hp(z)
Hp^(z)=gain for false alarm occurrence 
HNFA(z)=gain for no false alarm occurrence 
Hp(z)=gain for penalty after false alarm 
occurrence
Figure 2-9: False Alarm state
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We can show generalised Ho state as Figure 2-9. In this situation the generalised mean 
Acquisition time for two different cases of moment generating function i.e. worst case 
from equation 2-14 and uniform distribution from equation 2-15 are as follows
EU-.., (1) + (V -  X (1------XI) (2-19-a)
(2-19-b)
v-1
v-1
kr.
kr,
F A
Figure 2-10 : Flow graph diagram for the rapid acquisition system of section 2.4.2
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2.4.2 Mean Acquisition Time on Absorbing False Alarm State
Let us assume an absorbing false alarm state and denote by and ktjy the delays in the 
first and second dwells, respectively. In terms of the previous notation, = A7^  and
k = Such a system can be appropriately described by a flow graph diagram. A
portion of which is shown in Figure 2-10. The total number of states is (v+2), where 
v « ^  = A“‘© is a very large number. Furthermore, ,F .^,^)and denote the
detection and false alarm probability pairs for the first (Matched Filter) and second 
(Verification) dwells, respectively. Initially, for simplicity, let us assume only one cell in
A
the Hi region. Then, Pj „ = P^ i .P^  will denote the total detection probability for this Hi
cell, while (P^.c-^far^/az^  will denote the total false alarm probability of any Ho cell.
Generalisations to more realistic models will be discussed soon. We define the parameters 
for absorbing false alarm from Figure 2-10 as follows
Hp(z)  = 0 {absorbing F A )  (2 -  20 -  a)
^o( z ) = (z) =[(1 (1 -  (2 -  20 -  6)
= ( 2 - 2 0 - c )
(z) = [(1 -  -P., ) + P,, (1 -  P ,, )z‘'” ( 2 - 2 0 - d )
So, since Hq (1) = 1 -P fa ,c  < 1, it follows that ( PjÇ' < 1), as also implied by the presence of 
the absorbing false alarm state. The overall detection probabilities from equations (2-14)- 
(2-16) are as follows
Pd,cO^  PpA,c) d - l l - a ' )
D  |»VO/VVI — 6‘£!.V6' -|     p  \ p  \ V —1 ^  '
^  ^ F A ,c )
\ _^____ ^FA,c)_____  /O _  O 1 _  AA
The mean acquisition time for absorbing false alarm state Ho (1) = 1-Pfa,c < 1 can be 
found by using equations (2-14)- (2-17) as follows
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P"'' H (I)
(2-22-a)
=  ^ { g , ( D  + [ -g .( l )H o a )  +  + (1)
+ § # ( 1  -  «o(l))^^o(D -  (1)(1 + Xî„(l)))]
(2-22-b)
By substitution of the equations (2-20-a)-(2-20-b) for parameters of the equations (2-22-a) 
and (2-22-b) the new mean acquisition time will be as follows
p o v     p  _|_ p o v  n „ p  \
n r „ ,  ]| [(.k+ i )p , ,c+ p r + (V -  i)p„  ■ ~ — — ]|,r«.(„<, ( 2 - 2 3 -
F l ,C  ^ ^F A ,C
p»v __V(1“ P ) 1
P[P,„]|_y.„„ = ( - ^ ) T .I ( A  +  l)P,,c +P„ , 1 7 : ^  ,  . [ - P « 0 - P m .c )  + Pé"[,, _
F l,C  A o  P p A .c )  U “ P f a , c 1
+  v ( l  —  A y  c  )  +  PpA,C ( ^  ~  PpA,C ) ' ( " = = ^  )  —  (1 —  P ^c  )  (1 +  ^ ( 1  “  P fA,C ) ) ] ]  ( ^  ~ 2 3 —b)■* 0
Where (Tq) is the average (normalised by ) time per Ho cell
A
T, =T-'^^(1) = (1 -  P^ ,, ) + (A: + 1)P ,^ .(1 - P,,^  ) ( 2 -2 4 )
Where, ( 7]^  ^) is the average (normalised by ) time per miss of the single Hi cell
(1) = (1 _  A,, ) + (A: + 1)P,, .(1 -  A,,) (2 -  25)
Practical considerations can be used to simplify the above expressions. For instance, in a 
typical design, it is true that ( A%,c «  ) and ( vPy,^   ^«  1 ), in which case Equation (2-
23-b) is well approximated [pol84b] by
1 P"''£[T „,] = ToP” (fc +  l){l + P;;,c(P,„. + 7 - r ) - [ p n -  p ( 2 - 2 3 - è ' )IC + I A/,c u  ^^ FA,C)
As mentioned before, any realistic model should account for the multiple cells present in 
the H i region. Thus
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( 2 - 2 6 )
n=Q ^
The major impact of such a consideration is that Pd,c in the performance expressions 
should be replaced by Pd,r, the probability of detection per single run of the Hi region. 
Incorporating the above comments and considering the worst case distribution as an 
example, E [Tacq] can be rewritten in terms of basic system parameters as
ACQ  ]  _  D «V f A -1 “   /1  k ^ - \
,©A“‘= P “ { A 0 - ' 7 - „ ^  + - ^ --------------------(1 -A 0 -')  ( 2 - 2 7 )
,y . - .+ (AM  + A )[0-' + (A"' -  0 '  ) .-2 2 -  " , ] ) worst -  case
Where, again. Tu is the uncertainty interval in seconds and © is the number of code chips 
in it. For typical values of the parameters involved, the factor A©“‘ is negligibly small 
compared to the other terms and can be dropped altogether.
If, however, one wishes to extend the above straight search results to the case of a broken/ 
edge z search (i.e., when Tu < LTc) [pol84b], whereby a rewinding penalty of T^  seconds 
follows each code missed, then the normalised (by Tu) average miss time A©"^  should
A Tbe replaced by f, (1 -  Pd,,), where is the normalised rewind factor. The presence of
the term (1-Pd,r) can be best understood by going back to Equation (21-d) and realising 
that, when a rewinding time follows an H i  miss, H m (z )  should read
(z) = [(1 -  (1 -  fd, (2  -  28)
from which the rest follows. Furthermore, if we assume that A «  MA and A©"’ «  1 (in 
practice, these are always true), then Equation (2-27) reduces to
P (\ — P )P'E[Tacq] = T^P"{l + (PZ  -l)P p''(l + / , )  + MA[0 -' + (A ''- Q - ' ) — PP------------ ,°  ^j } ( 2 - 2 9 )
P j,r (l- PfA.c )
Finally, the above equation can be approximated by
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= + A  +MAA-^P^J (2 -30 )
It is now a simple matter to compute the coincidence detector pair ( , 7^ ) directly in
terms of the first dwell probabilities ( A / , t h r o u g h  the cumulative binomial 
distribution.
p., ( 2 - 3 1 - a )
n=B
PjA, = i ( » ) P ; ,a - - P > , ) ' ‘‘" ( 2 - 3 1 - 6 )ji=B
Where (  ^ ) is the binomial coefficient, by virtue of the statistical independence of the 
tests.
2.5 Rapid Acquisition using Matched Filter Techniques
In DS/SS acquisition techniques in which the measure of PN correlation is produced by 
an active correlation of the received signal with a locally generated PN reference for 
seconds, the result of correlation is used to make an acquisition decision by comparison 
with a threshold. Such a multiply and integrate type of correlation/detection structure is 
typified by the fact that the local PN generator is running continuously, and hence, a
T,completely new set of M =-±- chips of the received signal is used for each successivePc
threshold test. This causes a basic limitation on the search speed since the local PN 
reference phase can be updated (slew) only at Tj second intervals (assuming the 
threshold test fails). The search rate of a DS acquisition scheme can be significantly 
increased by replacing the multiply and integrate operation with a passive correlator 
device such as a matched filter [Mil85], [Bai82], [Coo86], [Cah73]. This device can be 
implemented either as a continuous time or discrete time operation, and with such 
candidate state of the ait technologies as charge coupled devices (CCD’s), Surface 
Acoustic Wave (SAW) convolvers, and discrete time correlators [01178], [Bar79].
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In the continuous time case the received PN waveform plus noise is convolved with a 
fixed finite segment of the PN waveform corresponding to M chips and the continuous 
time output is tested against a threshold to determine when acquisition has occurred. In 
this configuration, the input continuously slides past the stationary ( not running in time ) 
stored PN waveform replica until the two are in synchronism, at which point the threshold 
ideally would be exceeded and the local PN generator enabled. Conceptually, the 
implementation of a matched filter length PN waveform is most easily visualised in the 
form of a tapped delay line followed by a passive filter matched to a single PN chip 
waveform Figure 2-11. To see how this comes about, we recall that a matched filter is 
generically a passive device that maximises the signal to noise ratio at its output when the 
signal at its input is imbedded in additive white gaussian noise. Mathematically speaking, 
for an input signal s(t) of duration To seconds, the impulse response h(t) of the matched 
filter is given by the reverse of s(t) in its Tq second time slot, i.e.
M-t
Delay Delay DelayDelay Delay
Filter 
P *(^y)
Figure 2-11 : A tapped delay line implementation of a matched filter for an M-cliips PN sequence
MO
0
0 < t  <Tr,
Otherwise
( 2 - 3 2 )
or in terms of Fourier transforms
( 2 - 3 3 )
The sign of (*) determines the complex conjugate characteristic of the parameter.
Suppose now that s(t) corresponds to an M chip segment of a PN waveform, i.e., Tq=MTc. 
Then,
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M
= X  - i n -  DTc ] (2 -  34)
n=l
Where dn is the polarity ( ± ) of the n-th chip and p(t) is the basic chip pulse shape. For a 
base-band matched filter, we would have
1
otherwise
( 2 - 3 5 )
Where as for a band-pass matched filter
P{ t )~
V2 cos co^ t
0
0 < t  <Tr,
( 2 - 3 6 )
otherwise
Taking the Fourier transform of s(t) for base-band MF and substituting its complex 
conjugate into H( œ ), results in
M
H(m)  = ( 2 - 3 7 )
/i=l
Which has the implementation illustrated in Figure 2-11 as previously stated.
As a prelude to our discussion of the discrete time version of the matched filter 
acquisition system, consider the output %(f) of the base-band matched filter for an input
x(t), i.e.
x (0  = j" -  T)h(r)dT 
0
= -  t)s{Tq -  T)dr
0
= jx(f  + ( -T J ^ (0 (Z C  ( 2 - 3 8 )
of course, for x(t)=s(t), x(t) achieves its maximum value at t=To, namely
?»
%(?;,) = ( 2 - 3 9 )
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For any other x(t), e.g., a time shift of s(t), and s(t) as in Eq.(2-34), the Eq.(2-38) can be 
written as
0 n=l
M "?c
= X ^ »  j^ ( t  + C-M Tc,)dC  ( 2 - 4 0 )
«=) (n - l)T c
Suppose now that we sample x(t)  at time instants t = (M  + — )7  ^ , k = 0,1,2,.. i.e., atAN
a multiple N of the chip rate. Then
Jc  ^ ^ Jc+ — )2^)=%t = J x(~—Tc + C )à i« = 1 (H-l)T^
((/i—1) v+/)—^
fc -- J,1 = 1 [ = 1 Tr
N
-  a (2-41)/=1
Where % ,= j x i ^  , {„"= i’, 2 , M
Equation 2-41 is in the form of a discrete time correlation that can be implemented in 
analog form using a tapped delay line or shift register respectively. Using the analog 
correlator of Figure 2-4 as matched filter in base-band MF Figure 2-3 results in the 
discrete time version of the matched filter rapid acquisition system. The search rate for 
this acquisition method is clearly NM times faster than that of the serial search technique.
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2.6 Evaluation of Detection and False Alarm probabilities
Assuming a long code and full period correlation, it can be shown that the envelope 
threshold comparison is equivalent to a generalised likelihood test between the two 
hypotheses Ho and Hi. The in phase and quadrature variables ec and eg in Figure 2-3 are 
given by (neglecting double frequency terms).
A = 7 ,' cos 6 -\-N^ , g, = y. sin 6  -H (2-42)
A/7>-
y . = ^ j  c{t + ÇTc)c{t + iT^)dt (2-43)
In the Equation (2-42), Nc and Ng are zero mean, independent, identically distributed
gaussian random variables with variance, var( jV^ ) = var(ÆJ = . Furthermore yi
of Equation (2-43) is the outcome of a partial correlation of the spreading code c (t) and is 
a random variable which can be partitioned into y. = y,- + y [ . Here y,. and y[ represent 
the mean and random part of yi, respectively. The statistics of yi strongly depend on the 
specific spreading code. For a PN code with a triangular autocorrelation function Rc (P), 
the second order statistics of y, conditioned on P, Hi are found [SarSO], [Pop91] to be
'ÿi = E[ y / H„ P ]  = ^/JMT^Jic(P) (2-44-a)
% = = 0 (2-44-b)
While the conditional variance is
var[y / P , , P] = sMT^G. (P) (2-45)
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The above results assume that the correlation time MTc is much shorter than the period 
LTc. Furthermore, for very long codes, successive code chips are random variables with 
values approximately independent, in which case, the assumption M «  L renders a 
binomial distribution for yi. The additional assumption 1 «  M causes the binomial 
variable to behave like a Gaussian distribution [Lin68 ].
It is clear that the problem is equivalent to non-coherent detection of a Gaussian random 
variable (y.) in AWG band-pass noise. Since the precise analysis is rather complicated, an 
approximate solution is sought as follows. The Equation (2-42) can be rewritten as
e^  ~ y. cos P + iV^  , e, = y, sin 6  + (2-47)
+ y  I' COSÛ , N^ . = A, + y[ sin <9 (2-48)
Although Nc, Ns, and y[ are Gaussian and independent N^ . and are not jointly 
Gaussian (because ofP), however, they are easily shown to be uncorrelated. Furthermore, 
à E sTfor low , the effect of the noisy part y/‘ on is minor compared to
that of the thermal noise Nc and Ng. We then model and N, as approximately
Gaussian with variance, var[AJ = var[NJ = ^..., where the equivalent power
spectrum density depends on the true hypothesis
N,. = iVo[l + SNR .  G,(?)];% = [0,1] (2-49)
This new formulation permits evaluation of the false alarm Pfai and detection probabilities 
Pcii of the non-coherent detector through the Marcum’s Q function [Pro95] as follows
= G (y ,^ = jx .e x p [—^(x^ + x^)] ÎQ(p:)dx (2 -50)
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Where Io(.) is the modified Bessel function of order zero, and 7  ^ shows normalized signal 
mean respect to the total cosine or sine output branches variance.
\2 s M T S - \ P f
iVn
N, (2-51)
and shows normalized threshold respect to the total cosine or sine output branches 
variance.
A = j 2 - ^ L n ( R „  )-■ =N.01
C (2-52)
Pfa, =exp[ - r :. 1 c (2-5 3)
c = N, (2-54)
Rq is the non-coherent detector threshold while C is the normalised threshold. Also, Iq (.) 
and Ln (.) stand for the zero order modified Bessel function and natural log, respectively.
2.7 Numerical results and discussion
The previous theory for determination of the mean acquisition time was applied to a 
system with a spreading code chip rate Rchip of 1024 kc/s, uncertainty region period Tu =
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T32 ms, 0  = ^  = 2^^-! = 32767 chips, reset time Tr=lm s, the number of integration 
chips are considered as M=256, 32 and coincidence detector (CD) parameters (A, B) are
equal 4, 2 respectively. It is concluded from equation (2-30), has a relationship withPu
the two important parameters, i.e., Pfa and ?d,r. has a relationship with Tu (as an
uncertainty region time of a long P N  code sequence) in addition to Pfa and Pd,,-. We need 
to select Tu as small as possible but unfortunately from section (2-5) it is clear there is a
Tlimitation by using formula [© »  M »  1]. Since © = •;^ , we cannot select Tu as low asPc
possible, and this is the most important limitation for selection of minimum .
In Figures (2-12, 2-13), the curves of Pdi from equation (2-50) versus Ec/NO for different 
values of chip phase offset (P) have been shown. These Figures are shown for C=10 and 
C=20. For Ec/NO »  OdB, the approximate values of (Marcum-Q) parameters are
equal to Y = \^------------- -— and p  =1 . By assuming of constant values for C and
Ec/NO, 7 increases with decreasing of the chip phase offset P and causes increasing 
Probability of detection as a Marcum-Q function. The results of Figures (2-12, 2-13) 
have been used in Figure 2-14 for creation of curve Pd,,- versus Ec/NO from equation (2- 
26) at two different values of relative threshold parameters C=10 and C=20 and for two 
different case of chip phase offsets (P). Pd,r, reaches unity for bigger values of Ec/NO, and 
it has no undesired effect on , whereas for smaller values of Ec/NO, Pd,r increases with
the value of . In fact one limitation on mean Acquisition time is determined by lower 
values of Ec/NO.
In Figure 2-15, the effect of two different values of M, i.e., 256 and 32 for drawing Pd.r 
versus Ec/NO has been shown. For larger values of M, the correlation time is increased 
and the Marcum-Q function in Pdi increases and Pd,r approach unity, with even smaller 
values of Ec/NO.
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In Figure 2 -1 6 , the curves Pfai from equation (2 -5 3 )  versus Ec/NO for two different cases 
of relative threshold levels, C = 1 0  and C = 2 0  have been shown. The bigger values of C  
cause smaller values for probability of False alarm Pfai from equation (2 -2 9 )  and provide 
a desired effect of reduction of mean Acquisition time 7%^ ,^ but increasing C  will have the 
undesired effect of increasing p  in the Marcum-Q function of probability of detection Pdi 
and reduces it and increases 1/Pd,r and (for smaller values of Ec/NO) rapidly. By
increasing Ec/NO, not only does the signal level on hypothesis Hi increase but also the 
increasing of signal level on undesired phase of hypothesis Ho takes places. This situation 
specially increases the probability of False alarm Pfai for bigger values of Ec/NO.
Figure (2-17), shows the curves for the Mean acquisition time versus Ec/NO for
different threshold level values C. For a fixed value of correlation time chips number 
M -256, the desired relative threshold level curves are around 15 < C < 25 and for C=20, 
we can approach to the approximately optimum threshold. It is clear, for C<15, even
minimum value of Mean Acquisition time [ 2^ ^^  ] is a large value which is not acceptable. 
On the other hand, when C>25, 2^ ^^  increases rapidly, for smaller values of Ec/NO.
Figure (2-18), shows the mean acquisition time 2^ .^^  curves versus Ec/NO for fixed value
of relative threshold level (C) and two different values of correlation time chips number 
M, [M=256 and M=32]. For fixed C we will encounter with difficulties on both sides of 
the desired range of Ec/NO. If we can control the value of C (threshold setting), it is 
possible to reduce and minimise for larger limitation values of Ec/NO (Figure 2-19),
whereas, for a fixed value of M, even for an optimised system, a minimum permissible 
Ec/NO exists, below which the system performance deteriorates rapidly.
2.8 Summaries and Conclusion
In this chapter, the performance of fast acquisition technique, using PN-TDL-MF serial 
search strategy as mean Acquisition time in an additive white gaussian noise channel was 
investigated. Mean Acquisition time with definition of absorbing false alarm state (un­
limited time for reaching Acquisition) has been assumed. An optimal value of relative
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threshold for minimizing the mean acquisition time will exist for each value of SNR. The 
result shows the sensitivity of the normalized acquisition time with respect to the actual 
threshold setting. It will be observed that even for an optimised threshold setting, there 
exists a rather sharp threshold effect in the sense that below a certain value of Ec/No the 
performance degrades rapidly.
On the other hand the best system performance, corresponding to the best value of the 
offset P, is marginally affected by A. It has been investigated that for lower values of A 
the sensitivity of the mean Acquisition time to offset P is minimal while system 
complexity is increased.
Finally, the two possible method for reduction of 2^  are as follows:
1) For bigger values of Ec/NO, we can use the variable relative threshold C (threshold 
setting technique) for reduction of 2^ ^^  .
2) For smaller value of Ec/NO, the reduction of is possible only by selection of larger
value of M. [unfortunately, on designing of PN-T.D.L. correlator it is not possible to 
increase M because of the limitation of number of tapped delay lines cells].
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Figure 2-12: Probability of detection P,u (Search Mode) v.s. Ec/NO for M=:256, C=10 and different
partial correlation parameters (P)
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Figure 2-13: Probability of detection Pji (Search Mode ) v.s. Ec/NOfor M=256, C=20 and different
partial correlation parameters (P)
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Figure 2-14: Probability of detection per multiple cell run of Hi region ( )> for A =  —, M=256
and two different values of C, including two different partial correlation parameters ( P )
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Figure 2-15: Probability of detection per multiple cell run of Hi ( Pd,r) for A =  —, C =20 and two 
different values of M including two different partial correlation parameters ( P )
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Figure 2-16: Probability of False Alarm Pfai ( Search Mode ) v.s. Ec/ for M=256, and two different 
values of C, including two different partial correlation parameters ( P )
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Figure 2-18: Relative Mean Acquisition Time v.s. Ec/NO for A =  —, C =20, and two different values 
of M, including two different partial correlation parameters ( P )
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Chapter 3
A new implementation of DS/SS 
Reverse Link Non coherent Acquisition 
scheme with improvement 
of probability of False detection
3.1 Introduction
Spread spectrum systems offer high immunity to interference and hostile environment. 
However, this high immunity can be fully exploited only if precise receiver 
synchronization is performed [Sor90]. Fast precise desired synchronization schemes 
depend upon both the search algorithm and the detector structure [Su88]. The two widely 
known methods for code acquisition are; serial search code acquisition [Pol85] and the 
parallel search one [Sor90], [Ric94]. There are some difficulties in practical realization of 
both of these methods. For serial search, when the correlation time is increased the 
practical design of Pseudo-Noise matched Filter Tapped Delay Line (PN-MF-TDL) 
[Appendix-A] will be impossible [Lia90], [Tak92], [Zha95], [Tsu92]. On the other hand,
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for parallel structure, using M parallel branches in accordance with chips uncertainty time 
region needs a huge amount of hardware [Sou92], [Zhu96]. In addition, there is M -chip 
uncertainty in start of preamble correlation time, which relates to uncertainty distance of a 
Mobile station respect to a Base station. By using two (PN-MF-TDL), a very simple 
implementation of code acquisition design for serial or parallel scheme will be possible. 
The problem of large acquisition window length [Mad93] will also be solved by this 
scheme. The probability of false detection in presence of Multiple Access Interference 
(MAI) at the stage of random access, using different orthogonal signatures symbols (table 
3-2) is also improved. For each symbol of signature sequence, 255 chips orthogonal Gold 
codes is used. In this case, all the data users are assumed to act as interferers, with their 
long Gold-code-sequences.
3.2 Basic principal of the scheme
In the recent years there has been significant interest in CDMA (Code Division 
Multiple Access) for communication applications such as digital cellular and personal 
communication networks because of its inherent robustness against multi-path fading 
channel and a good bandwidth efficiency because of the frequency reuse factor which 
allow multiple users simultaneously communicate over a channel, and also a great 
flexibility of data rates. However, the advantages of CDMA can be obtained when we 
solve the major problem on code acquisition of the synchronization process. For more 
than a decade, the PN code acquisition problem has attracted much attention [FAN96].
Generally, the process of synchronization between the spreading (incoming) 
pseudo noise code and the local de-spreading (receiver) code is performed in two steps: 
first code acquisition (coarse alignment), and then code Tracking (fine alignment). The 
ultimate goal of this research is to bring the two codes into coarse time alignment within 
one chip code interval. The major problem, with code acquisition technique, is the correct 
code phase must be found quickly using the minimum amount of hardware. On the other 
hand, because the acquisition process mainly determines the code synchronization time, it 
should be achieved as fast as possible for rapid initial link setup and smooth hand offs in a 
mobile environment [KIM 97].
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The matched filter acquisition scheme is divided in two main categories, i.e. serial 
and parallel schemes. In practice, there are some difficulties in practical creation of both 
of them. For serial search, when the correlation time of correlator is increased the 
practical des-ign of (PN-MF-TDL) becomes impossible. In the other hand, for parallel 
acquisition using M parallel branch in accordance with chips uncertainly time region 
needs a lot of hardware work in addition, there is M chips doubt in start of correlation 
time because of uncertainty region of the desired chips which is related to the Mobile 
Station (MS) distance from the Base Station (BS). By using two (PN-MF-TDL), a very 
simple implementation of code acquisition design for serial or parallel scheme will be 
possible in practice. Before synchronism is achieved, the presence of multiple access 
interference (MAI) is a major impairment that determines the performance of the code 
acquisition subsystem.
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3.3 System description
3.3.1 Random Access Burst Characteristic
In the reverse link, the random access channel is used along with other traffic channels. In 
the UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunication System) random access burst consists 
of two different sections, namely Preamble part and Message part separated by a gap of 
m„= 0.25 msec from each other [ETSI98]. If it is assumed the total length of the random 
access burst frame equals to 10 msec, we can optimize the length of preamble section for 
finding maximum possible number of simultaneous user as shown in access slot Figure 3- 
1. This fact is based on a slotted ALOHA approach, i.e. a mobile station can start the 
transmission of the physical random access channel at a number of well- defined time 
offsets, relative to the frame boundary of the received broadcasting control channel of the 
current cell [ETSI 98]. The different time offsets are denoted access slots and are spaced 
(M,^+ 0.25) msec apart from each other as shown in Figure 3-2. An access channel 
preamble consists of (2™) possible sequences, called signatures. Every signature is based 
on a set of orthogonal code with (2 ^  symbols. Each symbol of signature consists of a
short Gold code with ( = 2  ' "  ^) chips. The message part of the random access burst
consists of two parallel orthogonal parts, called data and control parts. The message part 
codes are the same as that of the up-link scrambling codes. The attempt of a mobile 
station to gain access to the network could be considered as a type of synchronization, i.e. 
the Base station must be able to reveal all the incoming requests. The main purpose 
behind different codes is minimization of the interference to the other physical channels, 
as these codes are not orthogonal to the up-link scrambling codes. The maximum number 
of simultaneous requests are, 2"^  which is equal to the number of signatures, given that the
10maximum number of random access slots within one frame period is ( ------------ ) sec. InMo + mo
the following section, the best value for the period of preamble Mo is found, for 
maximum number of received requests in the 10 ms random access frame period.
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Figure 3-1: Random Access Burst Structure
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Access slot No (i-th) offset i-th group random access burst
Figure 3-2: Structure of Access Slots for different Random Access Burst
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3.3.2 Optimum structure of random access burst
In this part, it is assumed the preamble signature consists of (2™) symbols, and each 
symbol is spread with a 255 chips real orthogonal Gold code. The chip rate of the Gold 
sequence assumes 4.096 Mchip/s. By assuming the fixed length of random access burst is 
equal to 10msec and gap distance between preamble and message part is equal to 0.25 
msec, for different number of signature symbols (2"') the maximum number of random 
access requests can be handled by access slot structure are different, and can be calculated 
as follow.
For example, by assuming (2'" = 4 symbols) the signature period and the number of chips 
per signature become equal to 1024, the preambles gap period will be 0.25msec. The
maximum number of access slots will be equal to ( ^  = 20). The maximum number of
the received requests will be equal to 4x20=80 (number of symbols multiplied by number 
of access slots). This way the number of access requests can be calculated for range of 
preamble symbols and access slots within the 10 ms of frame duration. This is shown in 
the Table 3-1 and the Figure 3-3. Referring to the Table 3-1, it is obvious that all of 
situations of 2'" =16 and more are result to the same maximum number of received 
requests, i.e., 128. To accommodate a larger message part, Mp=2™ =16 should be chosen. 
In the following section only Mp=2™ =16 as a signature length for preamble is used.
3.3.3 Characteristic of the preamble codes and signatures
The preamble signature consist of 16 different signature based on a set of 
orthogonal codes of length 16 as shown in Table 3-2. The base station broadcasts the 
signatures, which are allowed to be used in a cell. For each signature 255 chips orthogonal 
Gold code is used. 257 possible Gold codes must be code planned, since two neighboring 
cells should not use the same preamble code. For message part of random access burst the 
scrambling code is used. The scrambling code is cell specific. Although the scrambling 
code is the same for every access slot, there is no scrambling code collision problem 
between different access slots due to the 1.25 msec time shifts between the access slots. 
The scrambling codes used are from the same set of codes as is used for the other 
dedicated up link channels.
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Signature
Symbols
( M p )
Maximum 
possible received 
Requests
1 32
2 52
4 80
8 104
16 128
32 128
64 128
Table 3-1: Maximum possible received requests vs. No of the signature symbols 
for 10 msec access slots frame length
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1 2 4 8 16 32 64
Figure 3-3: The maximum possible received requests vs. number of signature symbols 
for 10 msec access slots frame length
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Signature Preamble Symbols
Number psi PS2 PS3 PS4 PS5 pSf, ps? PS8 PS9 psio psil PS12 PS13 PS14 psis psif,
1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1
2 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1
4 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1
5 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
6 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
8 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1
9 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1
10 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
14 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1
15 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1
16 -1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1
Table 3-2: Demonstration of the Signatures Symbols
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3.3.4 Structure of the Preamble Receiver in the Base Station
Fig 3-4 shows the preamble signature receiver for detection of the preamble 
signature sent by Mobile Station for maximum uncertainty region of M chips. The non­
coherent matched filter detector consists of several sections. First, the received signal is 
down converted to In- phase and Quadrature sections. Then, I- Q matched filters perform 
correlation over MT^  second between the base-band (I - Q) signals and local weighting 
function, weighted by the desired short Gold code with 255 taps. The output of tapped 
delay line matched filter correlators Figure 3-4-b (explained detail in Appendix-A) are 
correlated by preamble signature signals as shown in the Figure 3-4-c. The output of the 
preamble correlators are then squared and summed to produce the output of the non­
coherent matched filter correlator Figure 3-4-a. The resultant signal, at the desired time, 
when there is maximum correlation between received signal and the receiver preamble 
signature multiplied by Gold code weighting function, will have the maximum output 
with respect to the other time offset at the last signature symbol interval. By storing all the 
instantaneous output signals over the duration of the uncertainly time region in one PN - 
Tapped - Delay - Line, as a storing device, shown in the Figure 3-4-a it is possible to 
compare all of the samples in Maximum Likelihood Detector and select the maximum 
sample as a desired code phase.
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Rx
M ’
Start time 
t = 0 sec
V2 cos 0)^  t 
V2 sin CO,, t
Preamble
period
Delay
Preamble
period
Delay
T.D.L
MF
correlator
T.D.L
MF
correlator
Preamble
period
Correlator
Preamble
period
Correlator
T.D.L as a 
storing device
comparator 
select the 
biggest 
sample 
at the last 
uncertainly 
region time
Figure 3-4-a: I - Q non-coherent (T.D.L - MF ) with preamble period correlator
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sample at
t = nT.
No of Gold code 
chips T.D.L
desired Gold 
code sequence 
weighting function
Fig 3-4-b: (T.D.L - MF ) correlator
Start time 
t = 0 sec
1 Period of 
the signature 
symbol Delay
1 Period of 
the signature 
symbol Delay
Preamble
signature
Generator
Figure 3-4-c: Preamble signature period correlator
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3.4 System analysis
3.4.1 Analysis of probability density function for non-coherent detector
The received signal in Figure 3-4 with random time and frequency offset for K different 
users with the same signal power can be expressed as follows;
r{t) = V2 7  ^  C. {t + f ) cos{û)Qt + 9i) + n{t) (3-1)
/=i
In this equation, s represents the same signal power of each K users and ^ is a random 
variable with uniform distribution between (0, 1) for different independent user. Q(r) is 
the spreading waveform of the i-th user and n{t) is additive white Gaussian noise with 
two sided power spectrum density of No/2. The In-phase and Quadrature outputs of the 
received signal are calculated respectively as;
MT,
~  “  J ^(0 V2  cos tWo/C, {t + iTJ,dt (3-2)
0
MT,
g, = j -  r { t) .4 l  sin Cùç^ tC^  {t + fT^)At (3-3)
0
By expansion of the product of two sinusoidal components and cancellation of the double 
frequency term the resultant components will be
MT..
= g; = j  ^  COS (9;C; {t + )C, (/ 4- )dt + Jn{t) .42  cos (o^ tC^  (t + )dt (3-4)
0 '=1 0
MT, ^  MT,J  %sin^(C.(r + (/ + 4- J-n(O.V2sin(2)ofCi(f4-iTJ(if(3-5)
0 '=1 0
Taking into account the in-phase and quadrature components of noise, the output of the 
preamble period correlator is as follows;
MT,
Aj. = j n {t) .4 l cos co^ tC^  {t 4- lT ,)dt (3-6)
0
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MT„
= J -  n{t).42  sin a>QtC^  {t + ifT^  )dt (3-7)
0
7/  ^and 7/, are zero mean, identically distributed Gaussian random variables with 
variance;
var(A?J = var(A^^)=^Afr^. (3-8)
It can be shown the in-phase and quadrature components with three terms of desired 
signal, interference and noise are as follows;
MT, MT,. ^
jcose^C,(t + C,TJC,{t + -a'^)dt+ J ,(f + + Af. (3-9)
0 0 '=2
MT, MT, K
ej = V 7( \& in efi,it + ÇxT)C,(t+-0'^)dt+  J £sin 0 ,C ,(«  +  ^ ',2;.)C,(«+î7’,)df} +  W,
0 0 '=2
(3-10)
MT,
By assuming y ^ ~ 4 s  J q (? + (t + iT J d t , the in-phase and quadrature components
0
can be shown as below;
k . - y ,  c o s 6 ^ + +
y, is the output of the desired signal is a random variable consists of two parts:
y, = yj + yj . y, and y| are the mean and random part of y , , respectively. For simplicity, 
the spreading waveform is assumed as rectangular pulses, with duration which can take 
values of ± 1.
MT, MT,
=£[)>,] = a/7 jB[C(r + f,r^)C(r-hT7;)]dr = V7 jR ,(P )d t  (3-12)
0 0
Where, chip time offsetP = Ç^—T , and if the desired signal is in the 1 chip time offset 
with respect to the PN-MF-TDL weighting function, the autocorrelation will be as 
follows;
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i?,(P) = 1- | f | if -1(P(1 (3-13)
For simplicity, it is assumed that P = 0 . It means that P^(P) = 1, and y, = -nAsMT^ . .
On the other hand for offset times of more than 1 chip, it can be assumed that;
[PX P) = 0].
The interference terms and 7^  were calculated by [Pur77] and can be used for long 
code sequences. Here, is the number of orthogonal interferers in the access
channel preamble with specially defined codes (table 3-2), which have no effect on the 
aggregate interference. Thus, interference formula can be modified to take into account 
only the ( 7T -  Mp ) interferers with their up- link scrambling codes.
K
/ ,= V 7 r ,£ c o s 0 ,F , ,  (3-13)
i=M„
/s= V 7 r ,X s in i9 ,F ,, (3-14)
M-1 M-1r ,  = ( l - « , )  +«, (3-15)7=0 j-0
In the Equation (3-15), the term Q is determined by T.D.L. weighting function and 
signature generator. Cjj is random binary sequence for Pj.. for different value of (i) 
is an i.i.d random variable. The 7^ , and 7,, when the number of users is increased, by 
using central limit theorem for random variables, are Gaussian and independent. The 
correlation between two interference components of in-phase and quadrature are;
K K
Q 4 ,  =  i - p T f  £  £ £ [ c o s 0 , C O S 0 ,]E[F,,F^j ] (3-16)i=Mp l=Mp
, / J  = (V 7 r y  £  £F [siiie,sin0,]E [F ,,F ;,.,] (3-17)
(=M p l=Mp
Since P[cos P. cos ] = P[sin sin PJ = — ; (3-18)
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By definition of, , = ' (3-19)
[0 if  I f l
2 1And after some calculations; P[P;. ,] = — + —  ^ (3-20)
And finally by using Equation (3-20) into Equation (3-16) and Equation (3-17);
£[4,.-f.,] = ' ^ ^ ^ ( ^ - W „ ) M k + i , 5 | r - ? | , l |  (3-21 )
As a result of random time delay of interfering users the close branches of the decision 
section, are correlated in Figure 3-4. When r = q the equation (3-21) explains the 
variance of interference.
(3-22)
The cross correlation of the adjacent branches under condition of |r ~ |^ =  1, are as 
follows;
= (3-23)
The normalized value of the cross correlation of the adjacent branches are defined as;
2
P =  7 ' — r  (3-24)
( J , + ( 7 x  4 (cr ,_ + cr ,)
In general case, suppose that the random variable Y is defined as [Pro 95],
Y = t x J  (3-25)
1=1
Where the Xi, i = l,2,3,....,n, is a statistically independent and identically distributed 
Gaussian random variable with mean m; and variance cr^  .The probability density function 
of Y is determined as;
1 -y ( n - 2 ) /  - ( V + y ) /  Ç
^ r ( y ) = T ^ ( A )  y^ o  (3-26)2<J Sq 2 ^
Where by definition, (3-27)
1=1
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The pdf given in the Equation (3-26) is called the non-coherent chi-square pdf with n 
degrees of freedom. The parameter is called the non-centrality parameter of the 
distribution.
By using the above calculation and the Figure 3-4 together, with only two random 
variables of Cc and eg, the output signal distribution will be a Rician distribution. If the 
number of variables i.e., n in the Equation (3-26) were changed to 2, the new probability 
density function can be defined as;
1 -(V + )'k , J— Ç
=  4 ( V 7 - ^ )  y^O (3-28)
Where, by definition of the Equation (3-26),
V  = %  + %  = (ÿ: cosP,)' + (ÿ, sinP,)' = ^(MZ;)" (3-29)
Defining a new random variable as ^ . From the Equation (3-28), the pdf of Rk,
can now be expressed as;
rk>0 (3-30)
This is pdf of a Rician distributed random variable. It characterizes the envelope of a 
signal corrupted by additive Gaussian noise. The cdf of Rk is easily obtained by;
=  (3-31)
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3.4.2 Evaluation of the False Detection probability
The probability of the False Detection can be calculated, first by using the Union bound 
theorem [Pro95], [Stu96] we can write;
Pf = Pr M ' - l
i^ d
M'-ll <  'ZPr(n)rj) (3-32)
1=0i*d
And also, by referring to [Sta64], if Ri and R2 are envelope of two independently 
distributed variables, with probability density function of;
* 4 ( ^ )  0  <  Tk <00 ,  k = l  , 2  ( 3 - 3 3 )cr.
Where = |rj, ^ f  k= 1,2 (3-34)
By definition of probability of error as;
Pe = probability ( rf (r2 ) = probability (ri<i2) (3-35)
Probability (r,<1-2) = Î P {r^ )dr^ = Q {^ ,dL )  (3-36)
i  0-2 <^ 2
Where, Q is defined as (Marcum-Q) function;
Q{a,b) = Jexp[- ^ ^^ ]/q(ax)xdx (3-37)b Z
The probability of error after some further calculations becomes;
p, =  Q { 4 ^ , S ) ------ ^ j - ^ e x p [ - ^ ] / „ Æ è  (3-38)
(T .+C Fi 2
Where;
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S^f + ‘S'2/ ^ 2 / "I" “f  * 2^/ ' ^ ' s j COS(Pjy ^ y +  ^ )
^1/ + ^ 2 / + W #;yA 2/
+
( N f f  +  A ^ 2 / ) ^  - 4 A ] y j V 2 y  p f
^1/ + ^ 2 / - '^X^\f^2f
(3-39)
P f
We identify signal powers, signal phase, noise power, cross-correlation between the two 
processes and cross correlation phase respectively by s^.,dj, N^ ,Pf,(f>.
By substituting; = f /,^ 2/  =0,77^. =N^f  ~ N f , p ^ = p  in the Equation (3-39), the 
new value for (a) and (b)will be;
a\  1 Sf X
2
— p
21 - p
(3-40)
And then by substitution of the values of Sf and Nf into the Equation (3-40); 
fal {- f sM TŸ
2 x 2 [c r :+ f7 ; ]
1 + A 1 -
1 -  P
(3-41)
And the probability of error will be obtained under two special conditions as follows;
(3-42)If P e =  6 (V â ,V 6 )-^ e x p [ -^ ^ ]7 o V â p
if\p\ = 0 A  = = |e x p [ -  ]2 2 2 ((7 ,+ < j .) (3-43)
Finally, for calculation of the probability of false detection, there are two cases to be 
considered. In the first case, (M '~  3) branches of interference are independent, but two 
adjacent branches, (adjacent to the desired signal), have correlation with the desired 
signal. In the second case, when the desired signal is one of the two corner branches of the 
total M'  uncertainly branches, only one branch is correlated with the desired signal.
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Now, using probability of error for the non-central chi-square detection on the comparison 
between every two branches within the uncertainly region, where one of the two branches 
is the desired signal, and combining them with the above two different cases, the mean 
probability of False detection can be calculated as:
P =
-j-'
' M'
M ' - 2
M'
' -------------- V - ----------- '  ' --------------------V-------------------- '
p=0
pi^ O p=0
(3-44)
By substitution P[r,i{r ,^+J and respectively of Equation (3-42) and Equation'----- V----- ' '------- - -------'pfO p=0
(3-43)in Equation (3-44), the final formula for probability of False detection will be 
changed to;
P r = P .  = VF) - l e x p ( a ^ ) / . ( V l 6
+ f c « M e x p [ - k ^ ]2((T„ + (7 ,)
(3-45)
Where (a, b) can be calculated from the Equation (3-41)
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3.5 Numerical results and discussion
In this section the evaluation of the Acquisition sub-system performance has been 
investigated by taking into account the effects of the various parameters such as Ec/No, 
number of users (K), number of preamble symbols (Mp=2™); number of the Gold code 
chips (No=2"-l), maximum uncertainty region (M’) and the total correlation time (M.TJ. 
The results are derived under special condition of (I -Q) non- coherent (T.D.L-MF) with 
preamble period correlator as shown in the Figure 3-4. The code chip rate is assumed 
4.096 Mchip/sec. The number of Gold code chips is assumed 255. Probability of the false 
detection (Pf) versus different parameter is plotted in Figure 3-5-to-Figure 3-10.
Figure 3-5 shows the probability of false detection of the preamble signal in terms of the 
correlation time chips number (M) for different number of users (K). The result is 
investigated under the acquisition time uncertainty region of 255 chips. It is evident that 
as the correlation time is increased the P f is sharply decreased which in turn means a high 
probability of acquisition for preamble signal is achieved. By increasing the correlation 
time close to 4 0 0 0 T c ,  the probability of false detection for the worst case of 130 users is 
reached to 10' .^ As it is shown in Figure3-5, for correlation time of lO O O T c  and for users 
numbers of 130, the probability of false detection is nearly 1, which means acquiring to 
acquisition is impossible.
Figure 3-6 exhibits the same characteristics of Pf versus correlation time chips number 
(M) for different value of Ec/No and assuming 128 users. The acquisition time uncertainty 
region assumes 255. The reduction in Ec/No increases the Pf and reduces the Acquisition 
probability. For two bigger values of Ec/No there is not important difference on probability 
of false detection, as it is shown in Figure 3-6.
In Figure 3-7, the effect of different number of users on Pf value under different 
correlation time and number of preamble symbol is demonstrated. When the preamble 
size is increased a sharp reduction in P f is evidenced. In the other hand, when the 
orthogonal set of Gold code and more signature symbols in each preamble are used, the 
improvement on the Acquisition probability is higher than that with long code sequences.
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By using the same strategy as before, Figure 3-8 shows Pf with respect to different value 
of Ec/No. Using more correlation time, even in the worst case of desired signal 
(E c/N o = -25dB), as shown in Figure 3-8, reasonable value for the P f is obtained and there 
is no problem in achieving good statistics for the acquisition probability. However, 
increase in preamble size, under condition of fixed length of the random access burst 
frame, means more reduction in the message part length. Finally, there is a tradeoff value 
between these two parameters for optimal selection. As shown in Figure 3-8, by using the 
number of signature symbols Mp=16 and the number of correlation time chips M=4080, 
the satisfactory of results for probability of false detection is obtained. On the other hand 
the reduction of message part is minimum. It means the preamble part only 1ms is 
occupied.
Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 show the problem of the large spread of uncertainty region for 
correct finding of code acquisition phase (M’). By reducing the chips number of 
uncertainty region the probability of false detection is improved. The major effect on 
probability of false detection is appear from correlation time of chips numbers (M) as 
shown in Figures (3-9) and (3-10). The increase in the M ’ is due to increase in the Base 
station coverage area. For example, for M’=255 the radius of Base station would be about 
20 km at the chip rate of 4.096 Mchips / sec. It would be possible to increase the coverage 
area of cell by increasing the Gold code chips number, but it would lead to an increase in 
the chip rate Rc and carrier bandwidth.
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3.6 Summaries and Conclusion
This chapter extended the previous results obtained for serial and parallel Acquisition 
perforaiance as a probability of false detection by introducing unique practical acquisition 
architecture. In this architecture, taking into account AWGN and interferences of the other 
Mobile users of the same cell, the probability of the false detection was reduced for 
Reverse link by using random access burst preamble with orthogonal signature symbols 
and coding of each symbol by orthogonal Gold codes. The results of the scheme are 
shown for an (I -  Q) non- coherent (PN-MF-TDL). It was shown that preamble 
correlation time, number of users, Ec/No, and acquisition uncertainly region are the most 
important parameters affecting the acquisition probability performance. However, it 
would be interesting to find out the performance under a mobile fading channel. This is 
the subject to be addressed in the following chapters.
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Figure 3-5: Probability of false detection (Pf ) versus number of chips in correlation time (M) for 
different number of users (K). Ec/No = -15 and number of chips in uncertainty region M ' =25S
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Figure 3-6: Probability of false detection (Pf) versus number o f chips in correlation time (M) for 
different Ec/Nq. Number of users K=128 and number o f chips in uncertainty region M ' =255
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Figure 3-7: Probability of false detection (Pf ) versus number of users (K) for different number of 
orthogonal short codes preamble with respect to the long codes M-sequence, under different 
correlation time (M). Number of chips in uncertainty region M ' =255 and Ec/No=-25dB
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Figure 3-8: Probability of false detection (Pf ) versus Ec/No for different number of orthogonal short 
codes preamble with respect to the long codes M-sequence, under different correlation time M. 
Number of chips in uncertainty region M ' =155 and number of users K=128
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Figure 3-9: Probability of false detection (Pf )versus number of users (K) for different number of 
orthogonal signature symbols Mp (preamble size) and two different number of chips in uncertainty 
region (M'=MU=255 and M'=MU=10 ). E/No=-20dB
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Figure 3-10: Probability of false detection (Pf )versus Ec/No for different number of orthogonal 
signature symbols Mp (preamble size) and two different number of chips in uncertainty region 
( M  =MU=255 and Af =MU=10 ). Number of users K=128
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Chapter 4
4 Reverse Link Performance Evaluation of 
Non coherent Acquisition Scheme In Mobile
Fading Channel
4.1 Introduction
A simple and economic scheme for coarse code acquisition of reverse link for UMTS 
(FDD-WCDMA) application is presented. The acquisition performance is evaluated in 
terms of probability of false detection (Pf) in a multi-cell and multipath fading operating 
environment.
The large time uncertainty region of acquisition in the presence of fading channel and 
multiple access interference may impose a significant limitation on system capacity. 
Knowledge of initial code uncertainty phase helps reduce the preamble overhead of the 
access channel and very simple scheme for acquisition to be determined. In the reverse
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link this uncertainty is due to the cell radius only. Acquisition time required for a simple 
serial search scheme may therefore be unacceptably large. On the other hand, for parallel 
acquisition using parallel branches in accordance with chip uncertainty time region would 
lead to a lot of hardware complexity. A very simple ai'chitecture is proposed to find the 
real phase of the incoming spreading signal easily. Numerical results based on analysis of 
acquisition performance in the presence of multiple access interference and fading 
environment with multi-path products are employed to show that the proposed acquisition 
scheme is efficient, robust, fast and suitable for real time low cost implementation 
[Ard2000].
The preamble code design, together with the acquisition circuit architecture help to 
suppress the interference due to other mobiles’ preambles more effectively and result is 
increase in the system capacity.
The scheme consist of two pseudo-noise Matched Filter Tapped Delay Line (PN-MF- 
TDL) (Appendix A), used as a passive correlator which is weighted by a cell-specific 
Gold code of 255 chips.
For discrimination between the mobile stations within the same cell in Random Access 
mode, 16 different orthogonal signature sequences consist of 16 different collections of 
the symbols are used [ETS98]. Each symbol of the above sequence is multiplied by one 
period of a Gold Code as described in the Chapters, Figure 3-4.
By 16-time repetitions of desired preamble symbol, the preamble window size is 
effectively increased, and due to good orthogonality between codes the interference from 
the other 15 preamble signals is negligible.
The only problem is the undesirable effect of out of phase correlation between the 
preamble signals and PN-MF-TDL weighting function Figure 3-4-(a-c) that is considered 
as an increase in the system interference.
This undesirable effect is investigated analytically in this chapter. It is possible to reduce 
this undesirable effect if some information on the position of mobiles with their base
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station coverage was available through reduction of the uncertainty region. In practice, if 
all of the mobiles are located approximately at the same distance from a base station, 
synchronous operation may be possible and reduction of interference on desired preamble 
detection is made possible.
4.2 System Description
This chapter evaluates the up-link access channel acquisition performance that employs 
Pseudonoise Matched Filter Tapped Delay Line as a correlator. The analysis accounts for 
the effects of path loss, log normal shadowing, multipath fading, multiple-access 
interference, adjacent cell interference, background noise, power control error and mobile 
speed.
The analysis is applicable to Pseudonoise Matched Filter receiver, where there are present 
16 orthogonal users approximately synchronous in addition to K'asynchronous users. The 
K'  asynchronous users are created by K'  different phases of long scrambling codes for 
the message part of random access burst and other traffic channels.
A very large body of literature exists on the analysis of CDMA cellular systems. The 
initial work by Cooper and Nettleton (Coo78) considers frequency-hopped CDMA. Most 
of the analysis of DS-CDMA cellular systems consider multi-user interference as 
Caussian approximation where various upper and lower bounds on bit error probability 
were derived [Pur82], [Cer82], [Leh87], [Leh89], [Mor89].
The basic theory of cellular DS-CDMA systems on capacity is found on [Lee91], [Cil91], 
[Mil91]. Rappaport and Milstein [Rap90], [Rap92], have examined the effect of path loss 
and user distribution on the performance of a DS-CDMA Cellular system. They showed 
that reuse efficiency could range from a high of 0.68 for a fourth law path loss exponent 
to a low of 0.42 for a square law path loss exponent.
One major important part in cellular system is named Power Control. In DS-CDMA  
system the power control problem arises because of the multi-user interference. For all 
the traffic distribution models and for any value of path-loss exponent the mean power 
with shadowing and power control error can be safely assumed to follow a lognormal 
probability density function [Vit95].
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The effect of mobile speed was modelled as the time variability of the fading profile.
We assume the received signal in a frequency selective fading channel is modelled as 
multiple resolvable paths, separated by the chip duration, with independent Rayleigh 
fading amplitudes. A line of sight component is accounted for the model by assuming 
that the amplitude of the first resolvable path has a Rician distribution.
For performance evaluation of acquisition the probability of the false detection in 
undesired outputs of the comparator Figure 3-4 is investigated. The definition of the 
probability of false detection is assumed that a successful detection occurs if any of the 
resolvable paths correspond to the largest test statistic. In this case the remaining 
resolvable paths are assumed to be useful and contribute to the probability of successful 
detection. This assumption can be used whenever the tracking equipment for all of above 
successive situation are possible.
4.2.1 Reverse Link Signal Description
A mobile cellular system employing CDMA is assumed with one interest cell and two 
outer layers of the interfering cells and with K users in each cell. The received real part of 
the signal of the Ith user with random carrier phase of , and random time delay T; is
shown in the Eq.(4-1). Note that no fast fading, shadowing and power control error is 
considered:
r'" (0  = Vz COS(O)J -  g, ) 2  (( -  :7; -  T, ) (4-1)
Where V2 express the received signal amplitude, d*'* is the data stream, c f ’ is the
spreading sequence; cOc is the carrier frequency of the Ith user. The carrier phases of 
different users are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random 
variables with a uniform probability density function in the interval (0,2;/r) . The desired 
user is assumed to be the first user with deterministic spreading sequences of cP  .
15 other mobiles’ preambles are considered as random access interference. The 
( K ' -  K - 1 6 )  remaining interferers are assumed as independent random variables with
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uniform probability density function in the interval (0, Tc). For simplicity, it will be 
assumed that the receiver is chip synchronized with the desired user (Tj =  0) .
4.2.2 Power Control Requirement
The received power level in a fading mobile environment depends on the distance 
between transmitter and receiver (r), the shadowing as a long term fading m(t), mainly 
caused by the terrain configuration such as hill or mountains between a base station and
r/O)
mobile unit blocking the signals paths defined as the log-normal random process 10 ,
with Ti(t) distribution that is N(0,<7^) at any time instant (note that m(t) is the average of
the fading signal) and fading signal [a(t)] caused by multi-path reflections of the 
transmitted wave by local scatters such as houses, buildings arrive from independent 
paths with variable power and phase which is called short term fading [Nin95],
n<j)
p,, ~ p , . r “MO (4-2)
Where, p is the attenuation factor. We adopt a standard distance loss model, namely, 
received power p, where the propagation exponent p varies in the range 2 to 5.5 
depending on the environment. On the other hand, apart from the attenuation due to 
distance the signal also experiences loss due to shadowing which has been shown through 
measurements that shadow loss has a lognormal distribution with standard deviation Os in 
the range 4 to 12 dB [Jak74].
The product of p-th power of distance and a log- normal component of shadowing is 
generally modelled as the propagation loss. This model represents slowly varying losses, 
even for users in motion. For a user at a distance r from a base station, attenuation (a) is 
proportional to:
a { r , r f )  = (4-3)
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Where, r\ states the decibel attenuation due to shadowing, with zero mean and standard 
deviation Gg. The attenuation loss in decibels is:
101oga(r,77) =  1 0 p lo g r  + 77 (4-4)
From references [Jak74], [Lee 89] the experimental data shows selection of p=4 for 
power law and Gg=8dB for standard deviation of log-normal shadowing r\.
4.2.3 Open Loop Power Control
In the Reverse Link the users nearer to the Base station are at an advantage since their 
signal is less attenuated compared to those further away. For equalizing all the mobiles 
users performance, one needs to use Power Control technique. All the mobile users track 
the changes in the received power, estimate the total attenuation and then adjust their 
transmission power to compensate the changes. In the FDD mode of transmission, the two 
parameters, distance and shadowing vary slowly and correlated between the forward and 
reverse links and can easily be compensated by open- loop- power- control.
The fast fading factor, however, is uncorrelated since the links allocated frequencies are 
different. The changing rate of fading factor depends on the velocity of user’s movement 
and the transmission frequency. For fast fading the closed loop power control is 
necessary. However, closed loop power control is not possible to be used for acquisition 
technique as it is an initial contact to the network.
In the Equation (4-2), a  (t) is a Rayleigh random process which can be simplified because 
the decision variable, or test statistic, is observed over a time interval in which a(t) 
usually remains constant, so that the random process can be replaced by the Rayleigh 
random variable a. The same reason will be applied to shadowing m(t).
At high mobile speeds, the 15 orthogonal signature signals of Preambles are encountered 
with no problem, as the positive and negative samples of the 16 symbols occur near each 
other and cancel each others’ effects, and the result of correlation between PN-MF-TDL 
Correlator and the undesired signature sequences are nearly zero. But for the desired
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signal, the time varying fading a(t) is considered over PN-MF-TDL correlator over the 
total duration of one full correlation.
4.3 Required Codes in Acquisition Scheme
Noise-like wide-hand spreads spectrum signals are generated using Pseudo-Noise random 
codes (PN). In direct sequence spread spectmm systems, a PN spreading waveform is a 
time function of a PN sequence. PN sequences are deterministically generated, as they 
must be, or otherwise no exchange of useful information across the spread spectrum 
communication link will be possible. These sequences, however, are designed in such a 
way that they appear almost like random sequences to a casual observer. The time 
waveforms generated from the PN-sequences also seem like random noise.
The most important class of PN sequences is the binary maximal length shift register 
sequences, or M-sequences. The M-sequences are generated using linear feedback shift 
register and exclusive-OR gate circuits. The M-sequences have an auto-correlation 
function, which can be shown to be the possible periodic auto-correlation in tenn of 
minimizing the maximum value of the out of phase autocorrelations. The M-sequences 
are therefore excellent for the code synchronization operation.
For multiple users asynchronous communications, a large set of spread spectmm multiple 
access sequences that have small cross-correlation values are required. One important 
class of periodic sequences which can provide large sets of sequences with good periodic 
cross-correlation is the Gold Sequences. A set of (N+2) Gold sequences with length 
A  = 2" -1  can be constructed from a preferred pair of M-sequences of identical period N. 
Preferred pair of M-Sequences say x and y , have a three values cross-correlation 
function [Sai'80].
(" )  =  - 1  (m ), r (m ) -  2  (4-5)
For all values of n, where
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t ( m )  = 1 + (4-6)
Where [c \  denotes the integer part of the real number c.
The set of Gold sequences includes the preferred pair of M-sequences x and y , and the 
mod 2 sums of x and cyclic shifts of y . In particular, the set of Gold sequences are:
S goui = { x , y , x ®  y , x ® T ~ \ y , x ® T ~ ^   (4-7)
Where T  -J  — ()'i> > '2 v ” y;v-i> 3'o) (4-8)
The Equation (4-8) is a left cyclic shift of y  .
The maximum correlation magnitude for any two Gold sequences in the same set is equal 
to the constant [t(m)]. It is known that preferred pair of M-Sequences do not exist for (n= 
4, 8, 12, 16, ..). When n is a multiple of 4, then out of phase auto-correlation or cross­
correlation will have a four values spectrum as:
[-1+2("+2)/2 j occurs
[-1+2"/  ^] occurs
[-1] occurs
[-1-2"^  ^] occurs
[2"' )^] times (4-9)
[2 n -l_ 2 (n -2 )/2 -ij
[(2"-2"^y3] times
For example let n=8, N=255, t (m)=33
There are no preferred pairs of M-sequences, and hence no Gold sequences of period 255. 
Then, it will be possible to construct a pair of M-sequences with four valued cross­
correlation function take on the four values 31,15, -l,and -17. The total numbers of these 
new codes are 257 [Sar80]
We can use this short PN Code in Preamble of Random Access Channel (RACH) as 16 
orthogonal codes along with one long PN sequence used with different phases for all 
other logical channels. The short code mentioned above enables easy and fast 
synchronization to the Preamble of RACH signal in the base station. The long PN code
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used for traffic and control channels is an M-sequence of period The generator is
based on the polynomial;
f { x )  = l + x  ^ (4-10)
Thus it consists of 41 cells. Different physical channels are distinguished by different 
phases of this code.
4.4 Fading channel correlation function
For a typical wireless radio channel, the received signal usually consists of several 
discrete multi-path components. For Mobile channel received signals are often seen as a 
number of multi-path components [Pro95]. For making measurements of the multi-path 
intensity profile, wideband signals (impulses or spread spectrum) need to be used. For a 
single transmitted impulse, the time, Tm, between the first and last received component 
represents the maximum excess delay, during which the multi-path signal power falls to 
some threshold level below that of the strongest component. The threshold level might be 
chosen at 10 or 20 dB below the level of the strongest component.
For Mobile radio applications, the channel is time variant because motion between the 
transmitter and receiver results in propagation path changes. Small scale fading also 
exhibits Rayleigh statistics because if the multi-path reflective path, are large in number 
and there is no line-of-sight signal component, the envelope of the received signal is 
statistically described by a Rayleigh pdf. When there is a dominant non-fading signal 
component present, such as a line-of-sight propagation path, the small scale-fading 
envelope is described by a Rician pdf [Sim99], [Par92]. A mobile radio roaming over a 
large area must process signals that experience both types of fading: small scale fading 
superimposed on large scale fading.
4.4.1 Signal Time Spread and Coherent Bandwidth
In a fading channel, the relationship between maximum excess delay time (Tm), and 
symbol time (Ts), can be viewed in terms of two different degradation categories, 
frequency selective fading and frequency non-selective fading or flat fading. A channel is
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said to exhibit frequency selective fading if Tm>Ts. This condition occurs whenever the 
received multi-path components of a symbol extend beyond the symbol’s time duration. 
A channel is said to exhibit frequency non-selective or flat fading if Tm<Tg. In this case, 
all the received multi-path components of a symbol arrive within the symbol time 
duration; hence, the components are not resolvable. The coherent bandwidth, (fO), is a 
statistical measure of the range of frequencies over which the channel passes all spectral 
components with approximately equal gain and linear phase. Thus, the coherent 
bandwidth represents a frequency ranges over which frequency components have a strong 
potential for amplitude correlation.
f  -  1/ o ~ —  (4-11)
m
In this case, we can express a new definition for frequency selective and frequency non- 
selective channel vs fg. A channel is referred to as frequency selective if /o(— « W ,
v^
Where, the symbol rate, l/Tg is nominally taken to be equal to the signal bandwidth W. 
Frequency non-selective or flat fading degradation occurs whenever f^)W . Hence; all of 
the signals in spectral components, will be affected by the channel in a similar manner.
4.4.2 Time variance effect on the Spaced Time Correlation Function
Mobile communications offer information about the time varying nature of the channel 
caused by relative motion between a transmitter and receiver, or by movement objects 
within the channel. Thus, for a transmitted continuous wave (CW) signal, as a result of 
such motion, the radio receiver sees variations in the signal’s amplitude and phase. 
Spaced Time correlation function R (t) is the autocorrelation function of the channel’s 
response to a sinusoidal signal. This function specifies the correlation between the 
channel’s response to a sinusoidal signal sent at time ti and t^ , where (T=t2-ti). The 
coherence time, To, is a measure of the expected time duration over which the channel’s 
response is essentially invariant.
The function R (t) and the parameter Tq provide us with knowledge about the fading 
rapidity of the channel. For an ideal time invariant channel, the channel’s response would 
be highly correlated for all values of x and R (x) would be a constant function of a mobile
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channel with constant velocity of motion, and an im-modulated CW signal, the 
normalized R (x) is described as [Jak74].
'2.TÜR { t )  =  J  (4-12)A
Where Jo (.) is the zero order Bessel function of the first kind, v is velocity, v.x is distance 
traversed.
Fast fading is used to describe channels in which, 7^(7^, where To is the channel
coherence time and Tg is the time duration of a transmission symbol. Therefore, it can be 
expected that the fading character of the channel will change several times while a 
symbol is propagating, leading to distortion of the base-hand pulse shape.
A channel is generally referred to as introducing slow fading if Tq)T .^ Here, the time
duration that the channel behaves in a correlated manner is long compared to the time 
duration of a transmission symbol. Thus, one can expect the channel state to virtually 
remain unchanged during the time in which a symbol is transmitted.
On the other hand, supposing a mobile moving in a street with a speed v, and makes an 
angle a  to the aixival wave of carrier frequency /^.as shown in Figure 4-1 where the
source of the wave is assumed stationary. The Doppler effect results in a change of carrier 
frequency of the arriving wave, as observed by the mobile, with a factor proportional to 
the component of the mobile speed in the direction of the wave. If the mobile is moving 
towards the wave source, the carrier frequency is increased , while it decreases
for motion away from the source is called Doppler shift and determined by;
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Direction of motion
Figure 4-1: Mobile velocity makes Doppler effect
f d  = — c o s a (4-13)
And
c ( 4 - 1 4 )
c ( 4 - 1 5 )
W h e r e e x p r e s s e d  as maximum Doppler shift and described as;
f  = f  -J m J c (4-16)
Which occurs for ot=0.
When multi-path propagation occures, waves arrive from several directions, each of them 
has its own associated Doppler frequency Figure 4-2.
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One single
earner
Multi-path
Channel> f - f
Figure 4-2: Several Multi-path signal created by effect of one carrier signal
Finally, by substituting the Equation (4-13) in correlation function of Time Variant R(t) 
we will have new equation as shown in Figure 4-3.
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O
I
O
I
Figure 4-3: Time variant function of v.s
R ir) = Ja{27U.f„,.T) (4-17)
When To is defined more precisely as the time duration over which the channel’s response 
to a sinusoidal signal has a correlation greater than 0.5, the relationship between To and fd 
as shown in (Figure 3-4) is approximately;
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For example if mobile velocity=100km/h and carrier centre frequency = 2GHz the 
coherence time is approximately Tq= 1 ms and Doppler speed (channel fading rate) is 
approximately fm =fc • v/c= 185.2 Hz
The preamble time duration, in FDD-W-CDMA, for Acquisition process is approximately 
the same as channel coherence time calculated in above example. If the mobile speed 
exceeds 100 km/h, the mobile channel for the desired preamble cannot be assumed 
constant. For other interfering preambles, by assuming equal number of positive and 
negative symbols and assuming every positive and negative symbols are approximately 
close to each other, the mobiles’ speed can be extended several times more than lOOkm/h 
with approximately constant characteristic of mobile channel. Each undesired preamble 
signature in full correlation with PN-MF-TDL-Correlator weighting function will be 
cancelled.
4.4.3 Statistical Models for Fading Channel
The mobile channel may be modelled as a complex valued gaussian random process. This 
means that the time variant channel impulse response is a complex valued gaussian 
random process in the t variable. Thus, the amplitude variations in the received signal, 
termed signal fading, are due to the time variant multi-path characteristics of the channel. 
When the equivalent impulse response is modelled as a zero mean complex valued 
gaussian process the impulse response envelope at any instant (t) is Rayleigh distributed. 
In this case the channel is said to be a Rayleigh fading channel. In the event that there are 
fixed scatterers or signal reflectors in the medium, in addition to randomly moving 
scatterers the channel impulse response can no longer be modelled as having zero mean. 
In this case the equivalent impulse response has a Rice distribution and the channel is said 
to be a Ricean fading channel.
4.4.4 Statistical Model for signal over Frequency Selective Fading
When the signal bandwidth W ) ) / q is available to the user the channel can be subdivided 
into a number of frequency division multiplexed (FDM) sub-channels having a mutual
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separation in center frequencies of at least (fO). Then the same signal can be transmitted 
on the FDM sub-channels, and, thus, frequency diversity is obtained. Using a Tapped 
Delay Line Channel Model the equivalent low-pass received signal from a frequency 
selective channel will be
(4-19)
Where the Eq.(4-19) implies that the time variant frequency selective channel can be
modelled or represented as a Tapped Delay Line with tap spacing —  and tap weightW
coefficients {c„ (t)]. Thus, for W » f^, we achieve a resolution of lAV in the multi-path 
delay profile. Since the total multi-path spread is T^, for all practical purposes the tapped 
delay line model for the channel can be truncated at L = [r^^.Wj+l taps.
The received signal can be expressed in the form of;
n = l
The truncated tapped delay line model is shown in Figure 4-4.
(4-20)
S(t) lAV 1/W lAV
C,(t) C l CI)
sum
r(t)
Figure 4-4: Tapped delay line model for frequency selective channel
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In the Figure 4-4, the time variant tap weights are complex valued stationary
random processes. In the special case of Rayleigh fading, the magnitudes 
|Ci( )^| = are Rayleigh distributed and the phases [cj)n (t)] are uniformly distributed.
4.4.5 Multi-path fading channel for Acquisition scheme
As explained before radio transmission through realistic communication channels suffer 
the adverse effects of multi-path fading. When a received signal is sent through a multi- 
path fading channel, multiple copies of the original signal will be received due to 
scattering and reflections in the medium. The amplitude of these independent multi-path 
signals can be time varying, so can their delays, and phases. Since the variations are 
largely unpredictable, the multi-path-fading channel is best described in statistical terms 
with random and time variant characteristics.
In spread spectrum systems, multi-path signals that have relative delays less than one chip 
time (Tc sec) are unresolvable. Assume that there are a large number of multi-path signals 
arriving at the receiving end within a Tc second interval. These signals are summed at the 
receiver and together their contribution at the receiver output may be modeled as 
Gaussian by the central limit theorem. Due to the different phases, the many component 
signals are summed constructively, or destmctively. The result is a random, time varying 
signal envelope and the phenomenon is known as signal fading. If we suppose (Xk.p as 
fading process on the p-th path of k-th user, it can be written as a complex form
+  (4-21)
For (p=0) there is a line of sight path with constant attenuation oco between the transmitter 
and receiver called the specular component as shown in Figure 4-5
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Base-Station
Mobile-Station
Figure 4-5: Propagation between Mobile and Base station with Specular and Diffuse components
For (p^O) there are components with gaussian distributed random variable j3.The mean 
values of the real and imaginary part of fading process can be shown as
P =  pa th
|o, f o r  p i^Q , diffused — path ( 4 - 2 2 )
£ [ a ^ ( 0 ]  =  0 ( 4 - 2 3 )
For diffused path, the variance variables are
E [a ^ - ' \ t ) f  =  E [ a ^ ^ \ t ) f  =  E{/3'^) =  c r ( 4 - 2 4 )
k  ,p  k t f )  J
Where yo shows the exponential decay rate.
The ratio of the power in the specular component to the power in the all of diffused 
component is called fading factor £, where
ar
2 c r / [ l  +  e"’'"
And the total fading power in all of the resolvable paths are equal 1, where
+  2 a / [ l  +  e"''" +  +  • • • -I- e'" "  ] =  1 (4-26)
Solving the two equations, we will have
2 £
( 4 - 2 5 )
« 0  = 1 +  £ (4-27)
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2(7 2  C
l  +  £ (4-28)
Where
\ — e -7o
C  =
l ~ e ■pn (4-29)
For constant fading the probability density function of desired signal in preamble 
signature sequences is given by;
/a i .r W
a  +ar^ aexp(  — — )4 (---- r )  f o r :  r  = 02 a f  a^a f
a  a—  exp(-—■■ , ) ~ ^ f o r : r i t O
(4-30)
2 ^ /  ^
For the case of time varying fading, probability density function of desired signal is given 
by;
a _ exp( _ .Acr .^ 2AcTy Ao"y
a  aexp( •) f o r  : r ^ 0
(4-31)
Where A is assumed as
n1 4uy5A = — Ji +  2 Y  (1w  1 4 0 9 6 (4-32)
The above assumption is used for limitation of equation f„,.n.f > explained before.
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4.5 Received signals model in Reverse Link
Base station will receive different signals:
I): Sd (t) from desired preamble signal
n );  Si (t) consists of 15 undesired preamble signals and Ic’ message signals of Random 
Access Channel that all of them are interference due to existence of other users in the cell 
of interest.
n i) : So(t) consists of neighboring interference belong to the first two layers of interfering 
cells.
IV): Sn(t) additive White Gaussian noise with two sided power spectral density of No/2. 
Each signal term introduces as follow:
4.5.1 Sd( t ) :
The received signal from the desired preamble is given by;
=  it)  A '’ {t -  pT^ )] (4_33)
p= 0
Where X; introduce power control error and can be modelled as the lognormal random 
variable a,= io^ , assuming imperfect power control with r|i~N(0,Gei^). Pd is desired 
received power control level of desired preamble signal [Nin95].
4.5.2.Si (t):
The first section of the cell interference consist of 15 interfering preamble signals that 
will be cancelled when correlated with PN-MF-TDL correlator with orthogonal
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characteristic. For K' = K - \ 5  remaining interferers in the cell of interest, it can be 
shown as;
5’; ( 0  =  X  X  p (Or**' { t~ p T ^  )] (4-34)
k = 2  p=Q
Where express power control error of the k-th Access Channel message part and it can 
be modelled as lognormal random variable and constant over the observation interval
with = 10“ and T|k~N(0,ae2^). is voice activity factor of the k-th cell. Access Channel
message part. The (s) expresses the received power of message part and might be 
different with respect to the pd. Note that, Sd> s help better ability of acquisition.
4.5.3 So (t):
The interfering signals from the out of cell interference are first compensated for the 
distance loss and shadowing by their own base stations, and then suffer additional 
distance loss and shadowing when they travel to the base station of interest. Therefore, 
the received signal from the whole users outside the cell of interest as shown in Figure (4- 
6) is given by;
19^  y ^^ ok-P'“k ) L/J-1
) n o  »  X R ® K . « r ' * ' ( ? - p r , ) ]  (4 -35 )
k = K + l  p = 0
Where is the distance between a mobile and other interfering cells and is the
distance to the base-station of interest. These distances are assumed to be constant over 
the observation interval. The p as mentioned before is assumed equal 4. The variables 77,
and 77^ ,^ are shadow parameters which are assumed to be independent, Gaussian random
variables with zero means and equal standard deviations of Gs dB.
Each cell is assumed to have a hexagonal shape, and out of cell interference is assumed to 
be limited to the first two layers of interfering cells. Also it is assumed that the shadowing 
variables are uncorrelated.
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BS
Figure 4-6: The interest cell and two outer layers of the interfering cells.
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4.6 Processing of received signal in Base station
4.6.1 Sd (t):
The desired acquisition preamble signal is passed through the chip-matched filter and 
then weighted with the same (PN-sequences) pattern and summed over the duration of N 
chips. Finally as it is shown in Figure 3-4 by using correlation on sine and cosine 
branches the outputs are:
^^ d S^AW (^) 
M F
C o sin e
branch p - Q j = 0
(4-36)
i^d^SAW (^) 
M F
Where
Sine
branch 2p = 0 7=0Aa/Ï 'î’cE E  +a'^V,(;TJx(-cos(«9,))]
(4-37)
V-1
(4-38)
As mentioned in equation 4-9 for p^r there are four different results;
31 occurs (40) times
15 occurs (16) times
— 1 occurs (119) times
-1 7  occurs (80) times
(4-39)
Finally, the output signal after squaring and using summation unit can be shown as;
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C o sin e
branch
+
[branch
E  [«'",.(771.)]
2 "w-1E  [«‘">.'(77;.)]
2
_./=o
and
I (4-40)
C o s in e
branch
+ Sine
branch
(4-41)
4.6.2 Si(t):
In this section, inter-cell interference signals is accounted for and modelled as random 
binary sequences of equal likelihood (+1,- 1) passing through the PN-TDL-MF. Unlike 
the previous section time delay Xk^ O^ and we can analyse the output signal of the receiver 
at the output of Cosine and Sine branches as;
K '
, I
[branch k= 2 p=0 7=0
-  p T ^ - r O  (4-42)
K '
.  2[branch k - 2(5,)™-rDz.(r)|,,,^ = % C s w A  X X [ < p ( ; 7 ; ) s i n ^ i  + < k j ' X ) c o s ( - 0 j ]/7=0 7=0
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x 4 - r  X - iT ^  -  p r . - t o  (4-43)
Assuming (L=j-i-p), the new equation will be as follows;
É Ë ^ ( Z , r , - T , ) X
\branch k- 2  p=Q i=-oo
X k "  ( 77;.) cose, + « i^ ( 7 7 ’.)s in (0 ,)]xcy7 ,.c ;‘ l_ ,  (4-44)
7=0
And
(5,)™-7-DL(r)|^.^^ Ê ’'^ (^ X -^ c )X
\bnmch k-2 p=0 L=-o=
E  k "  ( 77;. ) sin + a<fy (7 r j  cos(-0, )]x cy_>,c® (4-45)
7=0
Cj-r shows the weighting function of PN-TDL-MF with r tap delay corresponding to the 
desired signal sequence. expresses the chip sequence of k-th user as a random
binary sequence. The interference components of Cosine and Sine branches 
(5"^  (*^ 7 independent with respect to each other. When
\hnmch [branch
the number of users grows toward large numbers, they can be assumed as jointly 
Gaussian random variables. With this form of assumption, the interference would have a 
zero mean and variance as follows;
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£[^A')s,(d=E|V7|;»'.A,yf IxI '^1=2 /),=0L,=-~ j|=0 J* ,, 0Z.] -
*2=2 /)=() *2= *2=0 « 't,(A T ,)co se ,. + « '«  (/,r ,)cos(-e^ )
(4-46)
Assuming r=q the variance equation [Pop91]becomes;
!h~
10*0 = E
Jik "
e^ = E / ‘i = exp
\p = ^LnlO
(4-47)
Assuming = crj the resultant is;
exp
And by assuming;
' i \~ h ~ P  J i - b i - p i  j\> jz+ k{-ki
If ji=j2 and ki=k2 the Equation (4-49) will be equal to i .
(4-48)
(4-49)
Now we can express the expectation over two independent parameters of phase and 
fading as follows;
e W C ,(7,7:,)cose., + <>„ (7,rjsin 0,, 1 < ' , , ih T ,)cosg,, + a ®  (y^T,)sin6,^  ] (4-50)
If we assume that ki=k2 and ji=j2 the Equation (4-50) can be changed to;
(7,7;) cos g., +  œ<,y, (7,7; ) sin e., , (A7;)cos (a t ,)  sin g., I
|*1=*2,71=72
^ k " (7 7 ; .)c o se . + « W (7 A )s in g ,t  = i[2 c j> -" ’'» (4-51)
US k\ï^k.2 after some calculations we can show the result as;
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f i f e , ( 7 ,7 I ) c o s 0,^  + «W  7; ) sin 0 ^^ , ( 7,7; ) cos6,^  + (A AJsin0,  ^J1*1 ,**2,71=72
Then, using Equation (4-25... 4-29), the result for Equation (4-50) can be changed to; 
d < ,y (7 % )c o se ,,  + « w  (7 % )™ ^ .,l< ! /7 % )c o se .^  + « W /A 7 ;)s in e ,J
1*1**2.71=72
[g + 7 ,(2 ;ÿ ,|* ,-* ,|7 ;.] (4-53)\ + e
Expectation over a chip waveform becomes as;
- a )w(7c,A  = ^ E K ( 0 ) r g  (4-54)
And using expectation over two different chip sequences leads to;
N ~\ N - i  p -J N - \  V - l
^  F/l -'- .^/l -4  -/) ^ 72 -(7^72-4 -/*  ^"  2 ^  S ^ 7 i-'- .^/2-*/ .^/|../2+^1-*2 (4 -5 5 )/, =0/2=0 /, =0/2=0
We can convert the equation with summation to one summation as follow
h cl min(h,cl+k)
(4-56)
i=a j=c  ( = m a x ( a , c - * i )
Applying the result to the Equation (4-55) the new equation with only one summation 
will be;
V -l  7V-1 m in[(V -l),V -l-f^:,-jt2]
./i =0 h  =0 max(0,0-*t, -k ^  )
1 0 0
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If we assume that (j-r=j-q+ki-lc2) or (r-q+ki-ka =0) the above equation will be equal to 
{N  + |/c, -  k2 )\or{N -  |r -  q\) and the Equation (4-57) will be changed to;
7V-l+min[0,t|-&2] 
m n x ( 0 , 0 + t ,  )
(4-58)
After entering all of the previous results in the inter-cell interference variance component 
of the Equation (4-46), the result will be;
E[Sj{r)Sj (^)] = .yxexp
59)
Assuming r=q in the Eq.(4-59) we can show the final result as follows;
cr? = s.N-^exp (iir-16) (4-60)
Equation 4-60 shows inter cell interference variance which has relationship with 
interference signal power p, correlation window size N, number of undesired users K-16, 
power control error variance and voice activity factor y/ .
4.6.3 So( t ):
The out of cell interference, are power controlled by other sites (Fig 4-6). Thus, as it is 
shown, if the interference in another cell is at a distance r  ^ from its cell site and ro from 
the desired user cell site, it produces interference in the desired user’s cell site according 
to the following equation [Nin95];
Jh
1Q20
X 10  20 (4-61)
And each interference term So(t) can be shown as;
19A:
So{t) = ^[p *=a:+i V y
X 10 20 X
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E  Ë  w( L T , - t, ) x ^  [ a «  (7 A )cos0,, + a W (7 7 :.) s in 0 jx
p = 0  L=-= 7=0
j^-yCj-L-p (4-62)
And the out of cell signal variance is equal to;
^[5", (r)^, (^)] = -  X exp ^ X ( y x ( 7 V - |r - g | )  2 % . x
k=K+l
^ \ e  + J , ( 2 j f , \ r - q \ T ]  (4-63)
Where Xk be expressed as;
Xk = E
f  Y 
Çl x io
\ jb  J
<1 (4-64)
It had been shown before, rjo and T|m are independent so that (r\o- Bm) has zero mean and 
variance of 2Cs  ^ . For all values of the above parameters, the expression is less than unity, 
otherwise the mobile would switch the cell site; which makes it again less than unity or its 
attenuation is minimized.
Normalizing each hexagonal cell’s radius to unity and assuming uniform density of the 
subscribers, if the number of the users in each cell is assumed to be N, the density of the 
users are;
M = N  IN3^3 3^3 (4-65)
The out of cell interference power with respect to the in cell interference power is;
1 0 2
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P i =1W
Where it can be shown that;
I ^  if : XlO *0 <1
<Z>(77o-77,.,^/r,J = <=> or : (77o ~ 7]J  < 401og,o(— ) 
0 —> otherwise
(4-67)
And \|/ is the voice activity factor;
If we assume im as;
r„ = mm r, (4-68)
It means for m we use the smallest distance rather than the smallest attenuation. It is
shown in [Gil91] the mean of — as;
P i
E Po.
P i r„ (4-69)
Where
/ ( % =r„ l - Q (4-70)
And Q is the Gaussian Q-function defined as;
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<2W = ] — xexp (-^ )û ?y  (4-71)
The result of above summation for Gs=8dB can be evaluated numerically and the result 
for different propagation pass loss assumption tabulated as [Vit95] and [Mil92]. The 
following assumptions were also used for the rest of the calculations;
19 K
X  Z t  = 0 . 6 6  (4-72)
t = A: 4-1
2 p.N  f  <J^   ^(Jq =  xexp I P 2 y
xyrx0.66A' (4-73)
4.6.4 S„ (t):
It can be further shown that the correlation between any element in cosine and sine part of 
White Gaussian Noise [Ncosine (r) and Nsine (r)] are zero due to the orthogonality between 
the Sine and Cosine channels. Therefore, because uncorrelated jointly Gaussian random 
variables are independent the sets Nc (r) and Ng (r) are independent. The elements in the 
sets Nc (r) and Ng(r) are independent Gaussian Random Variables with zero mean and 
variance as follows;
Which is approximately zero when r ^ q  . When r=q the Equation (4-74) can be shown as 
follows;
a l = N . ^ x T ^  (4-75)
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4,7 Parallel outputs probability density functions:
In the previous section, the characteristics of different signals such as Sd (r), Si (r), So (r) 
and Sn (t) in the output of non-coherent SAW-TDL Correlator were derived. The final 
output signal is a summation of all of the above mentioned signals as follows;
[Sr (r)]' = [S„ (r) + 5, (r) + (r) + S„
branch
+ k ( r )  +  S,(r) + S„(r) + 5„(r)]L  (4-76)
branch
Where S t  (r)cosine and ST (r)sine are statistically independent Gaussian Random Variables. 
In the Equation (4-76), Sd is a constant signal, conditioned on the Power Control error and 
fading.
The interference signals consist of two parts, first part is made by 15 preambles 
orthogonal to the desired preamble signal and the second part is made by (K-16) 
independent random variable signals for both Cosine and Sine sections. Finally, it is 
assumed that all of interference and additive white Gaussian Noise of the two Cosine and 
Sine sections are independent random variable signals, a zero mean Gaussian distribution 
with variance given as below;
(« r )c „ .ln . =  ( « „  + 0 - /  )c».in. ( 4 - 7 7 )
branch branch
(«r)«w = ( « k « 7 + ( 7 ' ) a . .  (4-78)
branch branch
The output signal [s^ (r)]  ^ will have non-central chi-square distribution with two degrees 
of freedom. Using reference [Pro95] it can be shown that Sx(r) has a non-central chi- 
square distribution with non-centrality parameter from equation (4-41) as follows;
c l)C osine ~ ^ ( ^ c l ) s in e  ~
^  0 ^ r ^ -1
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2cr' (j;
^ e x p ( -
2.T2
{ -^ Ÿ  xÀia ,^.S'  ^— (4-80)N
20n
N
Where S';" =
The probability density function of the one sample of the parallel outputs would be: 
’^l,r’'^’^2,r’""^6’ 1^6,r) ~ f ^  (4-81)
Where;
exp(- 2(7; ct;
(4-82)
By definition the ratio between the output signal power to interference power of
n^ P.S and normalizing the all of output variable signals to total variance of the
2o-f P,,
system, the can be shown as;
/s ,( ,)(»>''2),« 1.,.) =
2^2 Ps
%.exp(- P l r •)/( Pi,.
^ O S r S L . . - 1
x.expC-----------------—^ --------- )/„
(4-83)
J 2 A , X r - ^ ( ^ yV Pi, ^
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When applying the fading effect of channel to probability density function of parallel 
outputs of the systems and under perfect power control assumption for the desired 
preamble signal, {x! can be changed to (x /^ )a s  follows ;
/ s ,  (r) ^  =  / s ,  (,■)(»>/ A .  « I  )  =
= C l)X fa j0 ‘)d a  (4-84)
0
Using the Equation (4-31) instead of (<%) the probability density function of parallel 
outputs under condition of perfect power control is;
J xexp (— P ir
a
A ,;  • I f ' « f t ' — »exp(-- (4-85)
jx .exp(-- Pir - ) h (4-86)
.2 , o 02 Ps „2/-^0a2X + 2 J ^ a  { — )
]  x.exp(-------------- ^ ---------— )/o V P^r
a^ + a^ a  %
Referring to the reference [Gra65] and using the following equation
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? J , iPx)J^, {yx)dx = exp(^ --  ^ )J , ( ^ ) ^ 2 a  4 a  2 a
^  [Re(a))0, Re(v)> - 1] (4-88)
The probability density function can be calculated as follows; 
A r ( r ) ( ^ / ^ )  =
^ e x p (---------- :r ::^ — ) 4<y: 2a" cr? for  —> r = 0 (4-89)
-^ e x p (— ^ ) f o r  ^  0 < r < Lp -1  o f  2 o f   ^ ' (4-90)
^ e x p ( - - ^ ) / o r  - ^ r > L p - l(7n 2 a (4-91)
Where, oco and 2gî can be obtained from the Equation (4-27) and Equation (4-28), a f
and a,-  ^are then calculated as;
= \  + 2 A c r j ^ - ^ e - ‘''’ f o r ^ O < r < L ^ - l
Pir
(4-92)
O-;" =  1 +  2A<j]X— f^fe~'^°for  r  >  L  - 1' p , ^ N  " (4-93)
Again by using the Equation (4-27) and Equation (4-28) in the probability density 
functions:
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-^ exp (-cr: 2a? )h
X 1 + g
cr? for  r = 0
2 P, 2
a: exp(—
P/, 1 + ^
2a? ) / o r - ^ 0 < r < L  - 1  (4-95)
(4-94)
XZj 2 exp(— 2 an ) fo r  ~ ^ r > L - \ (4-96)
a? = 1+ A— f 0 < r < L 1 1 + g (4-97)
a f  = 1 + A— > Ç -^ (-^ )" ^ “''^ '>/or ^  r > L -1  (4-98)1+g Py. N
For ratio, the equivalent equation can be substituted, instead of ps and Pj
P i ,
as follows;
p,  = S'^s.N^T^ (4-99)
P i, =2<7  ^= 2(CT,"-K7^ -l-cr") (4-100)
Using Equation (4-60), Equation (4-73) and Equation (4-75), pj is calculated as;
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Pr. =  2 -1 6 )  + i ^ e x p ( ^ ) v r x  0.66^: + ^ N T ,
sN  a?
Assuming, s=Sd and using 3 sector for each cell to reduce interference effect, then
P i ,
can be changed to;
N { — )
P.S -   Uq----------------------------------- (4-102)1 + .66is: - 16) X i  J \W(0)f g
4.8 False Lock Probability (Ff)
Obtaining the performance of Acquisition is determined by definition of False Lock 
Probability (Pf). Pf means the probability that the largest output signal of the parallel 
branch does not correspond to one of the desired user output signals or multi-path effect 
belong to it. For this definition, it is assumed that the multi-path results of desired user are 
useful and assist to the probability of successful lock. The probability of the False AlaiTn 
when taking into account the power control error of the user of interest ( l i )  can be written 
as; P,W = j (4-103)
Where Sj ( j )  shows the undesired output signals and 5^(0 expresses the desired output 
signals. Undesired output signals are identically distributed in 4 groups as an out of phase 
Autocorrelation response of Gold Code described on section 4.6 Equation 4-39. The 
probability of the False detection can be written as;
1 1 0
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P f { \ )  = M  (255----- X-------255 255
.
' m - 2 "
119xPr r i5 ,(M  - ^^G roupl >5,(0(=0 \AmpUtu(leO
~ M -2 -
+ 40xPr ^^\Group2 > 5,(01=0 \Amplitude3l -
' m - 2 -
-f-16xPr ^^ |Cro(//;3 > 5 ,(0_ '=0 | A m ; j / ( 7 H c / e l 5 -
~ M -2
-t-80xPr 0 ^7 (4 4 - ^^1Gjoh/>4 > 5,(0- '=0 lAiiiplitucleÇ-lT)
(4-104)
The probability density function for one of the above results can be shown as [Sou92]
Pr
M - 2
f l 5 , ( M - l ) |  >5,(0
\AmpUuukN j
J  f s ,  (A /-1) )  J  f s ,  (0) (  3^0 ) ^ 3 'o  ^
J  f s ,  (1) (  3^ 1 )^3^1 ^  ^  J  f s ,  (M - 2) (  3^M - 2  /  )^3^m  -2 (4-105)
Supposing Sj { M  -1 ) ~ 0 one can calculate the different integrations as follows; 
= - ; : & e x p ( - ^ ) ,
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Pi, 1 + ^
X/r z .. U . 2 - Pi. . £<7r X 2/i?x—^ xA 1+ g dx (4-106)
Comparing the result of integration with Marcum-Q function;
Q(a,b) = j xexp lQ(ax)dx (4-107)
Ii can be changed as;
f = i ~ Q A  2 A x - ^ J 4O'oV Plr 1 + f i V o (4-108)
Calculation of Marcum-Q function can be made simple for easier analysis as follows;
Qfa , b )  = Q(a,b) = exp ( a - 6 )
GXp(-a.6)/, (a2?) ^  (a(b)
t o  b
(4-109)
Q2 (a,b) = Q(a,b) = l - c x p (a~b)
2 A
V
x ^ ( —)' Qxp{ -ah) l fah)  —> for{b < a) (4-110)A '/=i
The calculation of (Lp-1) paths after desired specular signal path can be calculated as;
jA r(i)()']/^ W yi= l-G xp 2a ' (4-111)
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= l - e x p  - - A -  (4-112)
The closed form of (Lp-1) multiplication of the above integration results can be written as;
X X
j  A r  (I) (  / A  X  j  A ,  (2) (  ^ 2  ) 4 ^ 2  X . . -
f irrJ  fsr{Lp-\) y^Lp-\f\) y^Lp-\ “ 1 1
o 7=1
1-exp 20-;V ■’ y
(4-113)
Supposing outputs of group 1 with amplitude of Ni the integration of each Group known 
after Lp paths can be calculated as;
jfsr(i)(yd^)dyi=i-exp (4-114)
For other Groups with different output amplitude the a ' are encountered by different 
values and the probability density function results are changed.
Pr
M - 2n 5 ,(M -l) |„„„„  >5,(0 = |x <
X l - Q CTn yj
L p - \
x f l7=1 1 -ex p
X \~ e
P2a'u
118x 255-1 /  255
X \ — e 2a-‘
X \ — e 20-;/ X l - e
yj
(4-115)
dx
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Obtaining the probability of false lock without any condition on the desired signal power 
( /  ^ ), can be shown to be;
Pf {X)  = PfixlX,)  = 0 “  )Pf (V, (4-116)
P, = Ï  , \  e x p ( f \ ) P f ( T , i ) d n ,  (4-117)
HlWhere, as explained before, =10^® represents power control error for imperfect power 
control condition of the desired user.
4.9 Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section the effect of different mobile parameters for determination of acquisition 
performance is considered. These parameters are: the number of users (K), mobile speed 
(v), number of chips in uncertainty region (M), Rice factor (e), exponential decay rate 
( To), number of paths (Lp) and chip energy to noise density ratio Ec/Nq.
Figure (4-7) shows the probability of false detection with respect to Ec/Nq from equation 
(4-104) for two different parameters of number of chips in uncertainty region (M) and 
Rice factor (s).
Figure (4-7) shows the major effect of strong value of specular path on the result of the 
probability of false detection. For 8=0 and specially the case of a large number of users, 
the limitation of pf for acquisition performance is shown.
By increasing the Rice factor from 8=0 to 8=10, the probability of false detection is seen 
to reduce.
The number of chips in uncertainty region parameter (M); will have its own effect on the 
acquisition performance. The smaller values of M have more improvement on the results. 
Figure 4-7 shows 8=0 and specially the case of a large number of users, the limitation of 
Pfa on the acquisition performance.
In Figure (4-7), for 8=0, M=50, Ec/N q=-20 dB, the probability of false detection is 0.1.
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Figure 4-8 demonstrates probability of false detection versus the number of users for 
different Rice factors and number of chips in uncertainty region. The results are 
investigated under the conditions of perfect power controls aei=<7e2=0dB, frequency 
selective fading channel (Lp=3), exponential decay rate To=0.5, mobile speed v=120 
km/h and standard deviation of log- normal shadowing CTs=8dB. It has been shown that 
for 8=10, M=10, the best performance is obtained.
In Figure (4-8), for Ec/No=“20 dB and the worst cases scenario 8=0, M=50 and K=65 the 
acquisition performance Pfa=0.1 is obtained.
Figure (4-9) presents the effect of increasing mobile speed on the acquisition performance 
for two sets of number of users and Rice factors. The results are investigated under the 
conditions of perfect power controls aei=<7e2=0dB, frequency selective fading channel 
(Lp=3), exponential decay rate y^=0.5, mobile speed v=120 km/h and standard deviation
of log- normal shadowing (Js=8dB. By increasing the Rice factor from 8 = 0  to 8 = 1 0  and 
reducing the number of users from 80 to 40, the best performance is obtained. The worst 
result is shown by 8 = 0 , K =80.
Figure (4-10) shows the different plots related to the probability of false detection versus 
the number of users for two different Mobile speeds and Rice factors. The results are 
investigated under the condition of perfect power controls Gei=(Je2=0 dB, frequency 
selective fading channel (Lp=3), exponential decay rate To=0.5, numbers of chips in 
uncertainty region M=50 and standard deviation of log- normal shadowing Os=8dB. As 
shown, for large values of 8, the fading effect becomes negligible and the specular paths 
will have a very strong effect on pf. On the other hand, when the Mobile speed is 
increased the variance of the Mobile component in a time variant channel is decreased, 
and probability of false detection is decreased.
Figure (4-11) shows the effect of small timing uncertainties region that reduces the 
probability of false detection. The results indicate that the Acquisition performance is of 
less concern in micro-cells. The results are investigated under the condition of perfect 
power controls aei=ae2=0dB, mobile speed v=120 km/h, frequency selective fading 
channel (Lp=3), exponential decay rate Yq~0.5 and standard deviation of log- normal
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shadowing Gg=8db. Figure 4-11 shows that the best results are obtained for the condition 
8=10, K=30. The worst result is shown by 8=0, K=90.
Figure (4-12), compares flat fading (Lp=l) and frequency selective channel (Lp=2&3) for 
exponential decay rate To =0.5. The graphs also show the probability of false detection 
versus Ec/NO with 8 and Lp as variables. The results are investigated under the condition 
of perfect power controls (?ei=ae2=0dB, mobile speed v=120 km/h, the number of users 
K=65, the numbers of chips in uncertainty region M=50 and standard deviation of log­
normal shadowing CTs=8dB. When the diffused components are increased for Lp=3 more 
diversity gain is achieved. From Figure 4-12, the best result is shown for 8=10, Lp=3. The 
worst result is obtained for the condition of 8=0, Lp=l.
In Figure (4-13) the probability of false detection is plotted versus Ec/NO for different 
exponential decay rates of multi-path components in a frequency selective channel with 8 
as a variable. The results are investigated under the condition of perfect power controls 
Gei=Ge2=0db, mobile speed v=120 km/h, the number of users K=65, the number of chips 
in uncertainty region M=50 and standard deviation of log- normal shadowing cts=8db. As 
shown, the best result is at To =0.5. In fact, the desired multi-path branch with bigger 
amplitude assist the detection of acquisition.
Finally the effect of imperfect power control on the performance of acquisition is 
demonstrated on Figure 4-14. Under perfect power control <Jei=0 e2=OdB, the best 
performance is also shown. The results are investigated under the condition of frequency 
selective fading channel (Lp=3), exponential decay rate To =0.5, mobile speed v=120 
km/h, the number of users K=65, the number of chips in uncertainty region M=50 and 
standard deviation of log- normal shadowing Os=8db.
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4.10 Summaries and Conclusion
The Acquisition performance, for Up-Link Mobile terrestrial channel, suitable for UMTS 
(FDD-WCDMA) have been considered. The probability of false detection was analysed 
under the following conditions; Multi-user interference. Multi-path fading Additive White 
Gaussian Noise, power control error. Mobile speeds, sectorization factor of cells and 
voice activity factor. It can be concluded that, the most important factors on Acquisition 
performance are Acquisition window size, because of fading effect. The other major 
parameters on Acquisition performance are specular to diffuse path power ratio, number 
of users, uncertainty time region, and Mobile speed. By selecting 1msec window size for 
the scheme the pf results at low Mobile speeds are approximately close together.
By definition of probability of false detection, frequency selective fading channels always 
outperforms frequency non-selective fading channels due to the diversity gain achieved 
with more than one resolvable path.
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pf vs EC/NO
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Figure 4-7: Performance of pf versus Ec/NO with different Rice factor values (e) and number of chips 
in uncertainty region (M). Oei=ac2=0db, (Ts=8db, Lp=3, 7  ^=0.5, Y =l, v=120km/h, K=65, ^2 =1
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pf vs number of users
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Figure 4-8: Probability of false versus number of users for different Rice factor values (e) and 
number of chips in uncertainty region. Oei=Oe2=0db, Os=8db, Lp=3, y^=0.5, Y =l, v=120km/h, ^2=1,
Ec/N0=20dB
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pf vs mobile speed
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Figure 4-9: Probability of false detection versus mobile velocity for different number of users and 
Rice factor values (e). aei=ae2=0db, as=8db, L,,=3,, Yq=Q.S, T = l, v=120km/h, Q. =1, Ec/N0=-18dB
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pf vs number of users10
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Figure 4-10: Performance of pf versus users numbers with different mobile speed. aei=(Jc2=0db, 
(Ts=8db, Ec/No=-20db, Lp=3,, =0.5, M=50,'P=l, 0 = 1
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pf vs Uncertainty Region(M -Chips)
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Figure 4-11: Performance of probability of false v.s. number of chips in uncertainty region for 
different Rice factor values. aei=ac2=0db, as=8db, Ec/No=-20db, Lp=3 , =0.5 and M=50,
v=1201mi/h, T = l, a  =1
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pf v s EC/NO for different Lp
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Figure 4-12: Performance of probability of false v.s. Ec/NO for different Rice factor values and 
number of paths (Lp). <Jei=ae2=0db, 0:=8db, Ec/No=-20db, ;/|)=0.5 and M=50, K=65, v=1201an/h, Y =l,
n=i
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pt vs EC/NO for different exponential decay rate (gamma)
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Figure 4-13: Performance of probability of false v.s. Ec/NO for different Rice factor values and 
exponential decay rate. aei=ac2=0db, Qs=8db, Lp=3 and M=50, K=65, v=1201an/h, ^=1, Q, =1,
Ec/No=-20dB
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pf vs number of users on different power control error10'
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Figure 4-14: Performance of probability of false v.s. number of users for different power control 
error. G s = 8 d b , £=10, Lp=3 , 7q=0.5 and M=50, Ec/No=-20dB, K=65, v=1201un/h, Y =l, O  =1
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future work
5.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, two different methods of serial and parallel search strategies suitable 
for Spread Spectrum Multiple Access initial code Acquisition technique were 
investigated. A simple and economic scheme for coarse code acquisition of Reverse Link 
for UMTS (FDD-WCDMA) application was introduced. In fact knowledge of initial code 
uncertainty phase helps reduce the overhead of the preamble on the access channel and a 
very simple scheme for acquisition to be determined. In the Reverse Link this uncertainty 
is due to the cell radius only.
First, the performance of fast Acquisition technique using PN-TDL-MF serial search 
strategy in terms of mean Acquisition time in additive white gaussian noise channel was 
investigated. Mean Acquisition time with definition of Absorbing False Alarm State 
(un-limited time for reaching Acquisition) was assumed. An optimal threshold, which 
minimizes mean Acquisition time exists for each value of SNR. The results showed the 
sensitivity of the normalized Acquisition time with respect to the actual threshold setting.
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It was observed that even for an optimal threshold setting system, there exists a rather 
sharp threshold effect in the sense that below a certain value of Ec/No the performance 
degrades rapidly.
On the other hand the best system performance, corresponding to the best value of chips 
time offset p, which is marginally affected by fraction of chip time as immediate decision 
time A. It was found for lower values of A the sensitivity of mean Acquisition time to 
offset p is minimal while system complexity is increased.
Finally, the two possible methods for reduction of mean Acquisition time ( ) are
proposed:
1) For larger values of Ec/NO, the variable relative threshold C (Threshold Setting 
Technique) for reduction of can be used.
2) For smaller values of Ec/NO, the reduction of is possible only by selection of larger
value of correlation window size (M). Unfortunately, on designing of SAW-T.D.L. 
Correlator it is not possible to increase M because of the limitation of number of tapped 
delay lines cells.
Because of threshold setting problem in serial search strategy and complexity of the 
parallel search strategy, a very simple and economic technique was introduced as a novel 
implementation for the Reverse Link Code Acquisition Technique. This technique 
extended the previous results obtained for serial and parallel Acquisition performance as a 
probability of false detection by introducing unique practical acquisition architecture. In 
this architecture, taking into account AWGN and interferences of the other Mobile users 
of the same cell, the probability of the false detection was reduced for Reverse link by 
using random access burst preamble with orthogonal signature symbols and coding of 
each symbol by orthogonal Gold codes. The results of the scheme are shown for (I - Q) 
non- coherent (T.D.L-MF). It was also shown that preamble correlation time, number of 
users, Ec/No, and acquisition uncertainly region are the most important parameters 
affecting the acquisition probability performance. Next it was decided to investigate the 
performance under a mobile fading channel.
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For this reason the Acquisition performance of this new scheme was also derived for a 
model of a cellular mobile communications channel, which included the effects of 
multiple access interference, adjacent cell interference, frequency selective Rician fading, 
shadowing, power control error, and vehicle speed. It was shown that the most significant 
factors in determining the acquisition performance were the acquisition observation 
interval, the number of users, and the specular to diffuse power ratio, and vehicle speed. 
For frequency selective fading channels, it was also shown that practical verification 
strategies should, with a high probability, accept a code phase when any of the resolvable 
paths of the user of interest are selected by the parallel search strategy.
By definition of probability of false alarm, frequency selective fading channels always 
outperforms frequency non-selective fading channels due to the diversity gain achieved 
with more than one resolvable path.
5.2 Future Work
Until now the performance of proposed TDL-MF receiver as an economical and simple 
parallel search strategy by using non-coherent (I-Q) detector was investigated.
For improvement of probability of False detection the antenna diversity could be used. To 
minimize the overall complexity and enhancing the performance of the receiver, joint 
Multi-user detection and acquisition would be an interesting topic.
Also performance of new topic receiver should be further investigated under different 
channel conditions of frequency selective and flat fading channels.
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Appendix A
Practical schemes on pseudonoise matched 
filters
For packetized transmission in CDMA radio networks, most often the packet period is too 
short for standard code acquisition techniques, and some form of PN-matched filter 
techniques is preferable. These filters may be implemented either using special 
technologies like Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) or Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) 
components or using standard Digital Signal Processing (DSP).
PNMF can be used to coherently integrate the PN code sequence into an autocorrelation, 
producing peaks at the data rate. These autocorrelation peaks are often further, integrated 
to enhance the signal to noise ratio for purpose of acquiring and synchronizing with the 
wideband spread spectrum signal.
Figure A -l-a  is a block diagram of a matched filter process for the DS/SS signal. The chip 
matched filter h(t) can be implemented at Intermediate Frequency (IF), using surface 
acoustic wave technology, or at baseband using discrete components or CCD spectral 
filters. The demodulation yields in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) baseband signals, which 
are then sampled at a rate fc=l/Tc and clocked through an VQ pair of PNMF’s.
The organization of the PNMF is shown in Figure A-l-b. There are as many taps as PN 
code chips M. However, there may be q cells per tap to allow higher sampling rates for 
finer resolution. Figure A -l-c  shows a PNMF with q=2 cells per tap. The taps are 
arranged in an alternating odd-even arrangement.
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Figure A-1: (a) Direct sequence spread spectrum matched filtering. (b)PN matched filter functional 
block diagram, (c) PN matched filter with 2 cell/tap and even-odd buses.
A .l Surface Acoustic Wave device 
A. 1.1 Introduction
One of the most successful techniques for achieving delay is the use of the surface 
acoustic wave (SAW) device.
In fact, a surface acoustic wave travelling along the surface of an elastic medium can be 
tapped and controlled along the acoustic path. SAW phase coded tapped delay line 
designed and fabricated using such a nature has been widely applied to sophisticated 
spread spectrum communication systems [Mai76].
It has become a key signal processor in modern tactical spread spectrum systems, 
because of its small size, light weight, stable and reliable performance. It can easily
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perform phase coded waveform generation and match filtering to obtain synchronisation 
function for spread spectrum signals.
The advantage of these devices is the relative wideband that can be reached in order of 
several hundred Mega-Hertz. Unfortunately, these devices are suitable for small delay 
time that is normally less than 100/zy before the signal is unacceptably attenuated 
[Nan84].
The maximum delay time of order of 100//^ and maximum signal bandwidth of 500 
M H z, a processing gain of 100 x 500 = 50000 is achievable, however in practice and in the 
best case the achievable processing gain of 2000 is possible instead of 50000.
The reason behind the maximum delay limit in a SAW device is that there is an increase 
in attenuation of wave propagation in the device. This attenuation is determined by 
parameters of SAW and central frequency of waveform that is transmitted on the SAW, 
and defined by;
/ i : ,  ( A - 1 )
VAC = Loss — in -  vacaum 
where AIR = air -  coupling -  loss 
fo = frequencyiG. Hz)
In a typical situation the values of SAW paiameter are as VAC=0.88 and AIR=0.19.
For example the attenuation for total delay equal to 100/iy, and centre frequency of 500 
M.Hz, will be 31.5dB. This large amount of loss can be compensated by using 
amplification, if the output waveform is to have a constant amplitude at all times.
The minimum chip rate is limited by the minimum spacing that can be achieved between 
taps. Tap spacing of the order of a fraction of millimetre are possible, but if there are 
many taps, there are implementation difficulties in bringing out a sufficient number of 
leads [Cah73], [Nan84], [01i78].
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A. 1.2 Surface Acoustic Wave Basic Concepts
Surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices have certain general characteristics that make them 
ideal choice for use in spread spectrum communication systems, where high data rate 
signal processing is required.
SAW technology, is based on an analog device utilizing Rayleigh wave propagation on 
lithium niobate (LiNbOg) or quartz crystals. SAWs have a dynamic range approaching 
lOOdB [Mai76].
A SAW is an elastic wave that travels along the surface of a solid and is confined to the 
vicinity of that surface. Bulk waves, on the other hand, occupy the entire cross section of 
the medium. Because SAWs propagate with a velocity four to five orders of magnitude 
lower than that of electromagnetic waves (the velocity is typically in the range of 1500- 
4000 ms‘‘), SAW technology dramatically reduces the size and weight of matched filters. 
A major factor in the emergence of SAW was the invention of the interdigital transducer 
[Whi65], which provides efficient transduction of electrical to acoustic energy and 
simultaneously enables the inherent versatility to be exploited. This transducer forms the 
basis for most of the wide variety of SAW devices in current use, including delay lines, 
bandpass filters and matched filters for applications in the vhf/uhf regions. Crystalline 
materials, with their low acoustic losses, are of particular interest for SAW applications, 
and piezo-electricity is necessary for the operation of interdigital transducers.
A. 1.2.1 Interdigital transducers
The interdigital transducer consists of a series of interleaved electrodes made from a 
metal film deposited on a piezoelectric substrate, as shown in Figure A.2. The width of 
the electrodes is equal to the width of the interelectrode gaps. An applied voltage will 
cause, through the piezoelectric effect, a strain pattern of periodicity L, the periodicity of 
the structure. If the frequency is such that L is close to the surface wave wavelength there 
is strong coupling into surface wave energy and, by symmetry, surface waves are 
launched in two opposite directions. The stress pattern excited by the transducer 
corresponds to the sum of the stress of these two waves, ie, a standing wave stress pattern. 
A second transducer can be used to detect surface waves, thus forming a delay line. The
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unwanted surface waves are absorbed at the ends of the crystal by means of wax or 
adhesive tape.
Because of the nature of the structure and the complexity of the behaviour of the 
piezoelectric substrate, an accurate theory is very laborious and, from an engineering 
standpoint, unrewarding. It is more profitable to consider an approximate simplified 
theory and add sophistication when the occasion demands. Such a theory has been given 
by Smith et al, [Smi69a], [Sim69b], who considered the transducer as an array of sources, 
each analogous to a piezo-electric plate transducer for launching bulk waves. The 
significant properties of the transducer can then be obtained very directly. Several models 
are applicable to this theory, the simplest being the crossed-field model [Smi69a], which 
assumes that the acoustic sources do not interact.
The transducer is considered to have N sections, each of length L as in Figure A.2, so that 
the total number of electrodes is 2N+1. Each section, by analogy with a bulk wave 
transducer, is assigned an equivalent circuit in which the electromechanical coupling 
constant will have a value appropriate for surface waves. The equivalent circuit of the 
whole transducer is formed by cascading the circuits of individual sections. The necessary 
parameters are:
SAW
O ne
section M etal filmA b so rb e r P iezoelectric
substrate
Figure A-2: SAW delay line showing configuration of interdigital transducers
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1. The number of sections N.
2. The synchronous frequency fo, i.e., the frequency at which the wavelength of 
surface waves is equal to L.
3. The static capacity per section Cg.
4. The piezoelectric coupling constant k^ .
The total capacity of the transducer is Ct=N C s . The term Cg is proportional to the 
aperture W and is independent of the periodicity L.
The piezoelectric coupling constant is evaluated from the change of velocity Av caused by 
depositing a highly conducting thin metal film on the surface. This change is related to 
[Cam68] by
2|Av| (A -2)
Where v stand for wave velocity in substrate
Although only approximate [Smi69a], this relationship avoids the laboriousness of a full 
theoretical determination of k^ .
The impedance of the transducer as seen at the electrical port Z(f) can be represented by 
either of the series or parallel circuits shown in Figure A.3, which are equivalent. The 
capacity Ct is included explicitly since it contributes the major part of the reactance. Here 
Ga(f) and Ba(f) are conductance and susceptance respectively, while Ra(f) and Xa(f) are 
the resistance and reactance. Thus the impedance Z(f) is given by;
z(/) =  [G„ ( / ) +  ( / ) +
z ( / ) = « „ ( /)+
(A -3)
R a i f )
Figure A-3: parallel (a) and Series (b) equivalent circuits for an interdigital transducer
From the crossed-field model [Smi69a], Ga and Bg are given by
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G „(/) = 2/„Qfc-
/ e . NO Ytan—sin 
V 4 2 ,
6 ( 6— 4A  + tan—sin 4 , 4
(A-4)
Where 0=2îrf/fo, and Ga(f) has a maximum at f=fo given by [Smi69a],
'Ak^N 'G„=G „(/o) = (A-5)
Thus is proportional to the aperture W and to N .^ It is usually much smaller than 
27tfoCT.
Assuming that Ohmic losses can be ignored, the acoustic power radiated is given by the 
power dissipated in the resistive part of the equivalent circuit, thus giving the conversion 
loss and bandwidth of the transducer. For a transducer connected directly to a source, as 
in Figure A.2, the conversion loss is in general reduced if or N  is increased, since these 
increase in relation to the total susceptance (Equation A-5).
In the passband the loss can be minimized by using an inductor to cancel the reactive part 
of the transducer impedance at frequency fo, so that, the transducer then appears as purely 
resistive. The common series-tuning configuration is shown in Figure A.4. At the 
synchronous frequency fo the tuned transducer appears as a resistor i?„(/o), which is
made equal to Rq , the generator impedance, in order to minimize the conversion loss. For
lâ N { { \, which is usually true in practice, the Equations (A-3) and (A-4) give [Smi69a]
(A-6)
2&2 GlWhere R,. = (A-7)
And R^  ^ is independent of N and proportional to 1/W.
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Figure A-4; Use of a series tuning inductor to minimize conversion loss
At frequency fo all the available electrical energy is converted to acoustic energy, but 
since only half of this radiated in the required direction the conversion loss is 3 dB. The 
minimum theoretical insertion loss of the delay line shown in Figure A.2 is therefore 6 
dB.
The bandwidth obtained with series tuning is a function of N and k^ . For relatively large 
values of N the bandwidth A /is  governed by the frequency variation of R „ { f ) ,  and is 
approximately [Sim69a]
(A-8)
For small values of N, A/ is governed by the electrical Q of the series resonant circuit, 
giving;
A /
fo
The maximum A/ is therefore obtained for an intermediate value of N, denoted Nopt, 
obtained roughly by equating A/ in Equation (A-8) and (A-9) to give
N
fo
opt ~2k
1
(A-10)
(A-11)
ymax
Larger bandwidths can be obtained by using a number of sections less than Nopt in 
conjunction with special matching networks [Ree72].
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The circuit theory also yields the reflection and transmission coefficients [Smi69a ] for an 
incident surface wave. At frequency fo the reflection coefficient is unity if an inductor, 
which resonates Cj is connected across the transducer, and is zero, if the transducer is 
short-circuited. For tuned and matched transducers the power reflection coefficient is -6  
dB. In a delay line this causes a spurious output known as the triple-transit signal, 
corresponding to three transits between the transducers, with a level 12 dB below the 
main output signal. Better triple-transit suppression can be obtained at the expense of 
increased insertion loss, or by using special techniques [Mar73], [Lew72].
The crossed-field model becomes inadequate if Nk  ^ is not small, and considerable 
distortion of the Ga(f) and Ba(f) [Dan72] is found. At low frequencies this is due to the 
change of SAW velocity under the electrodes caused by the Av/v effect. This can be 
theoretically predicted by a self-consistent field model [Dan72], [Emt72], or by an 
equivalent circuit which includes mis-matched sections [Jon72]. At higher frequencies the 
mass of the electrodes has a similar effect [Ske72], and for this reason the film is made as 
thin as possible consistent with obtaining acceptable Ohmic losses. The relative effects of 
these perturbations depend on the operating frequency and the substrate material. The 
transducer characteristic is also affected by changing the electrode width (keeping the 
periodicity constant). This affects the capacity Ct [Far70], and the effective value of k^  
[Dan72], [Red70].
A.1.3 Materials and propagation effects
For a crystalline material with an optically polished surface the attenuation in the vhf/uhf 
region is usually negligible (Table A .l). The attenuation coefficient is roughly 
proportional to f'. Table A .l lists the relevant parameters for several suitable substrate 
materials. Here Mopt is the aperture W, expressed in SAW wavelengths, required to 
obtain Ra=50Q (Equation A-7). Lithium niobate (yz cut) has a high value of giving 
bandwidths in excess of 20% for tuned uniform transducers. The temperature coefficient 
of delay is a factor, which is particularly important in devices of many wavelengths long. 
This temperature coefficient refers to the total change of delay for a SAW delay line 
[Mai69], and thus involves both the velocity change and the linear expansion of the 
substrate. For low temperature coefficient requirements, quartz has a considerable 
advantage over lithium niobate at the expense of a low k^ .
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Another factor relevant to devices of many wavelengths long is the velocity variation, 
which can occur from sample to sample. For yz lithium niobate this is typically 0.1% 
[Wil72], and for st quartz 0.01% [Tho71]
Many materials have a SAW velocity in the region of 3000 m/s. Slower materials such as 
piezoelectric ceramics or bismuth germanium oxide give greater delays. An aluminium 
nitride film on a sapphire substrate gives a higher velocity and hence a larger wavelength 
for a given frequency, and this enables transducers for higher centre frequencies to be 
fabricated [Hag72] Piezoelectric ceramics give high values and are cheap to produce, 
but cannot be used beyond about 50 MHz because of excessive attenuation.
M aterial Orientation Velocity
[ms"']
Av
V
[%]
(from
experimental
measurements
on
transducers)
[%]
Nopt(from
Equation
A.9)
Mopt
[SAW
wave­
lengths]
Temperature 
coefficient 
[ppm "C-'J
Loss at IGHz 
[QuartzdB flS ' ]
LiNbOa yz 3485 2.46 4.3 4 108 85 1.6
Quartz yx 3159 0.09 0.22 19 53 -24 4.1
Quartz St (low 
temperature 
coefficient 
cut)
3158 0.06 0.17 21 28 <3
Bi]2G e02o (100),(O il) 1681 0.7 1.2 8 26 -122 1.5
pzt Basal 
plane (any 
propagation 
direction)
2200 2.15 4
LiTaOa zy 3329 0.5 - 13 31 67 -
AIN/AI2O3 xy 6170 - 0.63 11 60 - -
Table A-1: Properties of materials attractive for SAW applications [Smi69], [Smi69]
A .l.4 Fabrication and performance
The bandwidth and centre frequency obtainable with SAW devices are strongly 
influenced by the quality of fabrication. The method normally used is very similar to 
photo-etching techniques used in semiconductor manufacture. After evaporation of a 
metal film, a film of photo-resist is deposited, optically exposed through a mask and 
developed, and the unwanted metal is then chemically etched. This process can be used to
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make line widths down to about 1.5 pm corresponding to a transducer centre frequency of 
about 500MHz for quartz or lithium niobate substrates.
The minimum centre frequency obtainable with an interdigital structure is determined 
essentially by diffraction and the width of the substrate. A frequency of 5MHz is 
plausible, though this will depend on the type of device. The bandwidth obtainable is also 
dependent on the type of device and on the material k^ . It is typically in the rang of 2- 
30%. The maximum propagation time for one transit along a single crystal is about 80 ps 
for quartz and 40ps for lithium niobate for the crystal lengths currently available. Larger 
delays can, however, be obtained by the wrap-around method where the ends of the 
crystal are polished to a cylindrical shape so that the SAW can circulate repetitively 
[Qui72]. Table A.2 summarizes some reported performance data. All the devices shown 
here used line widths of 1.5 pm or more. SAW delay lines have the capacity for wide 
fractional bandwidth, low insertion loss, and good suppression of spurious signals 
including triple-transit signals.
The dynamic range of these devices is high. Interdigital transducers can withstand 
voltages greater than 300 volts for 3pm inter-electrode gaps [Hic72], but the maximum 
power limitation is determined rather by the non-linearity of the material. The dynamic 
range is typically 80 dB or more.
Reference Centre
frequency
[MHz]
Bandwidth
[MHz]
Delay [ fl  s] Insertion 
loss (dB)
Spurious 
signals 
(relative to 
main output) 
[dB]
Substrate
Marshall"" 60 15 5 8.5 -40 LiNbOs
Hagon™ 1080 20 - 18 <-60 AIN/AI2O3
Quilici^" 52 6.5 182 33 -43 B ii2GeO20
Table A-2: Performance of SAW devices as a Delay line
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A.1.5 Applications
From the above descriptions it can be seen that SAW offers a convenient way of realizing 
passive components with extremely versatile characteristics. Further, the design for a 
specified characteristic is relatively straightforward and repeatability is ensured by the 
photolithographic fabrication procedure. Operating frequencies are usually in the vhf or 
uhf region.
The most prominent current applications for SAW are delay lines, oscillators, band-pass 
frequency filters, pulse compression filters and PSK filters. Delay lines are attractive for 
fusing applications as well as for re-circulating memories [Vaa72], [Zimm72], where 
wideband transducers are used to obtain high data rates and hence high storage density. 
Another major area for SAW applications can broadly be described as matched filtering 
[Tur60]. This concerns systems in which a transmitted signal consists of a sequence of 
coded waveforms, which are known to the receiver. The matched filter, in the receiver, is 
designed to have an impulse response (at IF) which is the time reverse of the transmitter 
waveform. This waveform, and therefore the matched filter, has a time bandwidth product 
much larger than unity.
A.1.6 Principle of surface acoustic wave as tapped delay line
The basic concept from which most of the device applications flow is extremely simple: it 
is the fact that the slow speed of acoustic propagations enables one to display a time 
varying signal in space; that during its passage from transmitter to transducer, one can 
sample and even manipulate small sections of that signal. Consider a very simple 
example: given a signal f(t), we would like a record of f(t)+f(t+T). The time interval 
corresponds to a spatial displacement of vt. The simple arrangement shown in Figure 
(A-5a), will therefore accomplish the task. It is worth noting that the conventional digital 
electronic alternative. Figure (A-5b), involves a rather complex system. It is this basic 
capability, which has led to such a rapid development of SAW signal processing 
technology and such a rapid infiltration into a wide variety of systems.
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(b)
Figure A -  5 a and b: Simple example of signal processing capability arising from capability of 
displaying a time varying signal in space, (a) SAW processor, (b) Equivalent conventional electronic
processor
The principle of surface acoustic wave as tapped delay line is shown in Figure (A.6). As 
an example, 255 taps delay line has been fabricated on bismuth germanium oxide 
(Bii2Geo2o) from Table A .l. The centre frequency is 40 MHz with a 3dB bandwidth of 5 
MHz. Tap spacing is 0.32mm, corresponding to 200 nanoseconds or 8 wavelengths of the 
40 MHz, carrier. This delay line has approximately 8 cm length. Here the aperture (W) is 
defined by Mopt=26X [Qui?2]
fo=40M H z, Nopt=8, Vsw=1681m/s 
Af= fo/ Nopt=5MHz 
X -y & J  fo = 0.04m m , Tap size=N?i=0.32m m  
255Tap = 8.1cm  
W =26X ~ 1mm
If we change the spacing of two successive interdigital in Figure A-6 from NX to NX+ X/4 
a 90® phase shift will be created between two close interdigital respect together. By using 
X/4 phase shift we can use only one branch of cosine or sine of noncoherent scheme, but 
the length of SAW pseudonoise MF will be twice of previous case. If the number of taps 
are large the same as our noncoherent acquisition scheme, one branch scheme will be 
encountered with a very long SAW length. For example as calculated before for our
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scheme of 255 taps pseudo-noise MF we need a SAW with length of about 17 cm that is 
impractical case and it is better to use two separate SAW with length of 8 cm.
Tapped surface acoustic wave delay lines have key properties that make them valuable for 
analog matched filtering. The most important of these properties are [Cah73]:
a) Ideally suited for processing direct sequence PN waveforms in the 10-2000 MHz 
range.
b) Afford linear processing with wide dynamic ranges in excess of 120 dB.
c) Low insertion losses (lOdB at 100 MHz).
d) Small and lightweight.
e) High reliability and low projected cost.
Coded
Signal
input Tapped surface wave delay line Output
Interdigital
Transducer
Piezoelectric 
^  slab
Surface
wave
Â  Output
shifter
Figure A -  6: Principle of Surface Wave Device as Tapped Delay Line
A.1.7 Long Delay Lines
Substrate crystals are not very often used in lengths greater than 10 cm. Beyond this the 
cost rises much faster than proportionally with the length, and it is in any event difficult to 
obtain lengths of quartz, LiNbOg, or B i2GeO20 in lengths which exceed 25 cm. Quite 
apart from procurement, it becomes quite difficult to handle such long samples. There is 
therefore an economic and practical limit to the maximum delay, which can be obtained 
on a single propagation path, which one might set at 50 (as for LiNbOs and at lOOjis for
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B i2GeO20. There are requirements for much longer delays, in both radar and 
communication systems. The need therefore exists for delay lines with propagation path 
lengths, which greatly exceed the dimensions of available crystals, i.e., for long delay 
lines. The problem can be approached by stitching together a number of relatively short 
lines, as in Figure A-7a with amplifiers for isolation and gain. Therefore, it is, an 
approach, which may in some circumstances prove to be a most effective engineering 
solution. The periodic use of amplifiers makes relatively large insertion losses for the 
individual lines permissible, insertion loss, which can be used to improve the suppression 
of the spurious signals. The arrangement also allows scope for stagger tuning to control 
the bandwidth and phase characteristics.
A number of purely acoustic solutions have been developed. A delay line is described 
[Ros58] in which surface waves propagated along a helical path on the outside of a 
metallic cylinder Figure A-7b. A delay time of 2ms is achieved at a centre frequency of 1 
MHz [Col76]. To obtain the longest possible path length for a given volume of material, 
the configuration shown in Figure A-7c has been adopted by a number of researchers. In a 
particular example of such a delay line [For74] constructed on B i2GeO20 with a centre 
frequency of 83 MHz, the overall delay time was 907 p.s. The insertion loss of 60 dB is 
remarkably constant over the 35% band.
Input
Output
^ wm mm
Figure A - 7 :  (a) Successive delay lines connected by simple electronic amplifiers, (b) Helical delay
line formed on an aluminium rod. [Ros58]. (c) Helical delay path on BGO plate with rounded ends
[For74]
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A.2 Digital Matched Filter 
A.2.1 Introduction
A common realization of a non-coherent digital matched filter involves the low-pass 
quadratures technique. Although this technique can be used for arbitrary signals, we limit 
the discussion here to amplitude-modulated signals, since it is DMF’s, for such signals 
that we will analyse in this section.
The quadrature technique is shown in block diagram form in Figure A-8. The matched 
filter-envelop detector combination can be analysed by first writing s (t) and n (t) in 
familiar band-pass form
s i t ) : = S ( t ) C O S ( C Û Q t  +  0 ( t ) )  I O N
( A “ 1 2 )n{t) ~ N{t)cos{(ÛQt + 0 (0)
The input signal s (t) +n (t) is first heterodyned down to low pass by the use of two 
sinusoids, at carrier frequency, which are in phase quadrature. The low-pass waveforms 
are both then passed into filters, which are matched to the signal amplitude S (.). The 
filter outputs are squared and added to form the waveform (.). Digital matched filters
are realized at low pass, largely because of sampling-rate considerations. Therefore, 
Figure A-8 is the point from which we start our discussion of non-coherent DMF’s. In all 
that follows, we assume that s (.) is purely amplitude modulated, which is the case to 
which Figure A-8 applies [Tur60].
A.2.2 Operation of DM F’s
In this section, the DMF is approached from the analog matched filter. From this 
viewpoint, the digital realization of Figure A-8 is most easily described by writing a 
succession of approximations to the convolution integrals characterizing the matched 
filters in the figure. Taking the upper filter, for example;
T
= j S ( T - t ) w ^ { t - T ) d T  (A -13)
0
The first approximation involves writing a sampled data form of,
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L-l
(A -14)
/■=0
Where =vv,,(y<^) and 5^ . = 5 (7^) are samples of v„(.), w„(.), and S(.)
talcen every S s, and L J= T . The sampling rate 1 /J  is a parameter of the system; it 
should be at least the Nyqiiist rate determined by the bandwidth of the low-pass 
components of the multiplier output waveforms of Figure A-8 and perhaps greater if a 
finer time resolution is needed at the DMF output for ranging or synchronization.
The next approximation starts with writing binary expansions of the samples and Sj ;
m=0
And
S , = ± S » 2 - ‘
m=0
(A-15)
(A-16)
Figure A -8: Low pass realization of analog matched filter for AM signal.
In these expressions, w'" and S J , which take on the values ±1 are the m^*^  digits of
bipolar binary representations of the respective analog values. It has implicitly been
assumed that thew'" and 5'” have been scaled so as to lie almost always in the -2  to +2
amplitude range; the adopted is convention that an analog value is greater than +2 (less 
than -2 ) its binaiy representation consists of all + l ’s (-I ’s). The approximation of the
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sums in A-15 and A-16 is carried out by truncating to M digits and Sj to N digits.
Placing the truncate binary expansions in Equation A -14 and interchanging the order of 
the sums, results in,
L - l
uki (A-17)
/ ) i= 0  >1=0 / = 0
This expression describes a digital realization of the upper branch of Figure A-8. A 
similar expression holds for the lower branch and is obtained by replacing the subscripts u 
with V in Equation A-17.
— L stages —
On line shift register
u,k u,k—L+l
L-l
1=0
m m ' m 
L - 2
m m
Reference shift register
Figure A -9: A digital correlator
In order to obtain an approximation to the sequence of samples of (.) of Equation
A -13, the procedure is as follows;
1) Scale Wy(.) and S(.) to the range-2  to +2;
2) Sample w„(.) and 5(.) every S s;
3) Digitize the samples into truncated binary forms;
4) Correlate the mth digits of the binary expansions for the samples of S (.) against 
the nth digits of the binary expansions for w„(.), thus performing M.N 
correlations;
5) Combine the correlations according to Equation A-17, using weights S .
The scaling, sampling, and digitising of S(.) is of course done once and for all, and the 
resultant digital values are stored in the receiver. The corresponding operations on w,, (.) are
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performed, respectively by an automatic gain control, a sampler, and an N bit A/D  
converter. The correlation of step 4 is achieved by a shift register device, as described 
below. Step 5 is achieved by a D/A converter with appropriate weights.
The shift register device for performing digital correlations is shown in Figure A-9. The 
sequence of the nth digits of the expansions of the samples is inserted into the upper
shift register from the left. At each sample clock pulse, the most recent sample’s nth digit 
enters the leftmost stage, all previous contents move one stage to the right, and the 
rightmost stage’s previous content is discarded. The mth digits of the samples Sj are 
permanently stored in the stages of the lower, or reference, shift register. At each clock 
pulse, the contents of the two shift registers are multiplied in pairs and the products 
added.
A complete digital realization of the non-coherent matched filter of Figure A-8, thus 
involves 2N on line shift registers (N for each branch in Figure A-10, M reference shift 
registers (which serve both branches), 2MNL multipliers, and 2MN(L-1) adders, in 
addition to the heterodyning mixers, low pass filters, samplers, A/D converters, D/A  
converters, squarers, and output adders.
4 4 4 ------44,
Correlator 0V tt  t t
Correlator 1 V t t  —  t tLow pass 
filter Sampler
,N - l
Correlator N -l T11 • • • * Ÿ t
sis) + «(0
Correlator 0 > 111 • • • • 11Low pass_^ WnSamplerfilter Correlator 1 > i i i  . . . .  44w ...
N - lW ,
Correlator N -l >
ReferenceShift.register
Figure A-10: Digital matched filter for binary signal
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A block diagram of a DMF for arbitraiy M and N would be difficult to draw, because of 
the 2MN sets of interconnection between the 2N on line shift registers and the M 
reference shift registers. Figure A-10 shows a special case, where M =l. In this figure, the 
correlators contain the on line register and all of the multipliers and adders of Figure A-9 
but not the reference register; the latter is shown separately and supplies the reference 
digits to all the correlators. In Figure A-10, it is assumed that any automatic gain 
control precedes the DMF input. Further, for convenience, the gain factor S  called for in 
Equation A-17 has been left out of the weights so , and y^(kS) denote the
DMF’s approximations to % / S , and yl  {kS) / , respectively.
A.2.3 Using DMF for Parallel acquisition
We restrict attention to parallel acquisition schemes in which the receiver computes (in 
parallel) the correlation of the received signal with the maximum phases of the PN 
sequence and estimates the desired phase from the correlation values. Parallel schemes 
acquire the signal very much faster than serial search schemes, but require considerably 
more hardware for implementation.
Note that the obvious way of computing the 255 correlations uses 255 digital matched 
filter or 255 multiply-and-integrate circuits and this can be prohibitively expensive. By 
using delay unit for 16 times recursive integration of every 255 chips, would normally 
require [ 2 x  (255 -t-16) x 255 ] addition units. In fact the receiver must determine chip 
correlation output by one unit integrate and dump circuit in advance or using one unit 
digital matched filter.
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A.3 Charge-Coupled-Devices (CCD)
A.3.1 Introduction
CCD is another device that can be used as a T.D.L, which causes large delay with a very 
large code length.
The paiameter of delay can be extended to , while maximum chip rate is limited to 
about 10 MHz. The bandwidth of a CCD device is much less than that of a SAW device. 
Although the maximum delay and transmission bandwidth can be very large alone, but 
their product that determines the PN sequence length (processing gain) is limited to about 
500.
This limitation is caused by the parameter that is called charge transfer inefficiency. 
Typical value of the inefficiency is £ = 3.3x10"'’ . The frequency response of the device 
depends also upon the number of code chips. If the number of chips is taken to be M, then 
M g <  0.1 gives a transfer function that is down by 2 dB at a. frequency equal to one half 
of the clock frequency. For this condition, then, M< 3000 is required.
In summary, CCD would be useful where relatively long codes at a relatively slow code 
rate are desired [GriSO], [Hom82], [Bar79].
A.3.2 CCD as an analog shift register
A CCD [Mel77] is a semiconductor structure utilizing, as the signal carriers, minority 
charge transported by moving potential wells. In essence, a CCD is a nearly ideal 
semiconductor analog shift register. It is fabricated in N-MOS semiconductor technology, 
allowing large-scale integration of many support circuits onto one integrated circuit. The 
CCD has the desired attributes of 1) silicon simplicity, 2) high packing density, 3) high 
reliability, 4) low power consumption, and 5) intrinsically low-noise analog signal 
processing. CCD tapped delay lines utilizing buried channel technology are capable of 
clocking rates in excess of 20 MHz.
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A.3.3 CCD PNMF design considerations
A CCD PNMF will have certain limitations and deviations from the ideal. The most 
significant considerations are charge transfer inefficiency.
A.3.3.1 Charge- transfer inefficiency
When chai'ge is transferred in a CCD, a residual amount is left behind. This phenomenon 
is referred to as charge-transfer inefficiency (CTI) [Seg75]. A CCD delay line is usually 
modelled as follows [Bus73]: the charge stored in the kth delay stage at sample time 
t=nTc is given by
=  +  (A -18)
The coefficient of CTI, e , is in the rang of 10'“* to 10’^  for buried channel CCD’s.
One effect of CTI in a PNMF is to modify the original tap weights (the PN phase code 
Cm) to an effective set of tap weights given by [Bus73]
c  =xc„,_/'”:'W(i-g.r-^ (A-19)
j-0 I, ./ J
Based on this formalism one can derive the following approximate results for a double 
sampling (q=2) PNMF with M taps [16GRIECO]
Output signal:
S = [ \ - { ^ - q E f V q e  = M { \ - M q s l 2 )  (A20)
Loss in signal power (dB):
L, = 201og(S /M ) = -4.34Af?e (A-21)
Output noise power:
N  = M a ^ \ - 2 M s  + {2 M e f \  (A-22)
Loss in noise power (dB)
Lf, = m o % { N I M a ) =  -8 .6 8 M s(l-2 M s) (A-23)
Output signal to noise ratio (SNR):
SNR = S V  A = M [l -  ^ {Mef  -  6{MeJ  + 24{M ef  +■■•]/ C7^  (A-24)
Loss in SNR (dB):
= 101og((7^SAfR/Af)= - 1 3 { M e f { l+ 2 M e )  (A-25)
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From Equation A-25, we see that for a loss in SNR of less than 1 dB, Me  should be less 
than 0.23. For 10"' (^g(10"  ^ this corresponds to 2300(M (23000 taps (and twice as many 
CCD cells since q=2).
Notice that the SNR is dependent on terms in and higher powers. Thus although the 
signal loss is linear in M e , there is a compensating loss in noise power, allowing the 
construction of very long CCD PNMF’s. Since a practical limit on the length of a single 
CCD has been about 500 cells, or about 630 mil lengths at 3 2 //m  pitch, longer PNMF’s 
are usually obtained by cascading PNMF’s in tandem or using recirculating CCD delay 
line integrators.
A.3.4 Existing Integrated Circuits
The state of the art in CCD PNMF integrated circuits is the 512 cell devices developed by 
Fairchild Semiconductor [Che78] and RCA [Gan79]. Table A-3 lists some of the more 
important parameters and features of the devices.
Device parameter Fairchild PTF-2) RCA TC 1235)
Number of cells 512 512
Number of taps 511 512
Length program mobility None 64,128,2 56,512
Code weighting ±1 ±1
Delay line architecture Linear U-shaped
Bus architecture Odd/Even Single Sided
Tandem connectable Yes No
Max sampling rate (MHz) 10 10
Charge transfer inefficiency 
(per cell)
10"^  (design) 10'^  (design)
1.6X10'"  ^ (measured)
Size (mil X mil) 880x90 320x240(active area)
Power drain (mw) NA 2.1w @ lOMHz
Table A-3: State of the art CCD PNMF’s
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A.3.5 CCD Recursive Integrator
CCD recursive integration is accomplished using a recirculating CCD delay line (DL) as 
shown in Figure A-11. The DL is clocked synchronously with the PNMF’s such that 
successive autocorrelation pealcs are added noncoherently. After a predetermined number 
of iterations, the integrator is dumped.
The integration can be done in a continuous mode by inserting an attenuation (6% ) in the 
feedback path. In that case, the realizable gain is given by ( l+ a  )/(-«  ).
The amount of achievable recursive integration gain is limited by the charge transfer 
inefficiency (CTI), as measured by the fractional charge residual per transfer, g . The 
effect of CTI is to make the CCD delay line dispersive, thereby limiting the SNR  
achievable by direct integration.
The efficiency rj{NMe) of a CCD integrator can be approximated as [Har50]
„(A,M£)=n2!î(H£Z3) (a-26)
NM e!2
Where
77 = actual SNR/ideal SNR 
N = number of integrations 
M = number of CCD cells 
£ = coefficient of CTI 
As long asNMe<2,  then 77 >0.76, or a loss of 1.2 dB is occurred. Since buried channel 
CCD’s typically have 10‘^ < e  < 10 '\ for M=500 cells the limitation on direct integration 
is 40 <N <400 for a 1.2 dB loss.
For longer integrations, a hybrid analog /  digital recursive integrator as shown in Figure 
A -12 can be used. While one CCD analog recursive integrator is operating, the other 
CCD is being clocked at a much lower rate, and digitised by an 8 bit A/D converter. The 
8 bit byte is then digitally added to an 8 bit running summation stored in a 2K x8 bit 
RAM. After the digital update is completed, the CCD’s switch roles.
The output SNR after K digital summations, each of which consists of N analog 
summations, would have a gain of tLri[NMe). Therefore, the analog integration loss 
would be limited to that of one stage of NM charge transfers, independently of K.
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Figure A-12; Hybrid analog /  digital integrator
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A.4 Comparison of SAW with other technologies
Surface Acoustic Wave and Charge Couple Devices implementations are in the 
developmental stage with the major advantage of these two technologies being the 
enormous simplification that can be obtained compared to Digital Signal Processing 
implementations. SAW devices can be used up to 100 MHz whereas DSP and CCD 
implementations can be used up to a bandwidth of approximately 10 MHz. For bandwidth 
less than 1.0 MHz one is better off using DSP and /or CCD’s. This is because the 
maximum time delay one can handle using SAW is limited to approximately 1 0 0 //s 
whereas time delays of tens of milliseconds for CCD’s and even longer for DSP’s are 
possible [M1177].
The major drawback of SAW technology for spread spectrum applications with respect to 
CCD technology is the following: While the major portion of the receiver can be 
implemented with SAW devices, one still needs to interface with some aspect of silicon 
technology in the final stages. Since CCD’s themselves are part of the silicon technology 
family, they can be integrated very easily with whatever IC’s are needed for the final 
receiver stages. Research is currently being performed in the SAW community to help 
circumvent this problem.
On the other hand, SAW devices are simpler to fabricate and can be less expensive to 
produce than CCD’s. Also, multiplication using CCD’s is very difficult because it 
operates at baseband, whereas multiplication is relatively simple to accomplish using 
mixers with SAW devices since they operate at RF.
It appears at this point in time that if one needs high bandwidth real time operation, SAW  
technology offer the best alternative, while for lower bandwidth but still real time 
operation; one should use CCD’s. For non real time operation, IC’s and microprocessors 
are probably the best implementation.
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SAW Device 
parameters
Specification CCD Device 
parameters
Specification
Centre
frequency
YoCMHz)
40 Sampling rate 
(MHz)
5
3 dB-Bandwidth 
Af  (MHz)
5 Bus
architecture
Single sided
Tap spacing 
(mm)
0.32 Charge transfer 
inefficiency 
(per cell)
10'^  (design)
1.6x10'^
(measured)
Code weighting ±1 Code weighting ±1
Length program 
(number of 
taps)
255 Length program 
(number of 
taps)
255
Physical length 
size (cm)
8 Physical size 
(cm)
0.4X0.6
Physical width 
size (mm)
1 Loss in SNR 
(dB)
<1
Total delay 
time (ps)
64 Total delay 
time (ps)
64
Table A-4: Specifications of (CCD in Base-band) and (SAW in IF, fabricated on Bii2GeOi2 ) as a PN-
MF-TDL for UMTS
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